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1. INTRODUCTION

Since the end of the second world war there has been increased interest in the po-
tential food resources of the oceans. The beginning of this interest wae marked by a rapid
rebuilding of fishing fleets in the more developed countries which subsequently returned to
traditional fishing grounds. However, increasing product demand out-paced the yield po-
tential from the old grounds, leading to an expansion into new geographic areas and ex-
ploitation of hitherto unused species. This expansion was often accompanied by the intro-
duction of new types of fishing gear. At the same time, the developing nations became in-
creasingly interested in the ocean 1 s living resources as a source of protein foods to supply
domestic needs or for earning foreign currency.

Initially, expansion of fishing areas was frequently based on relatively simple infor-
mation. Some of it depended on the initiative shown by individual vessel owners or nations

taking advantage of casual observations made in the course of other fishing activities.
Other fleets extended their operations as a result of scouting activities conducted aboard
vessels sent into unfished areas. These areas presumably appeared promising on the basis
of the apparent similarity of their hydrographic or topographic characteristics with known

fishing grounds.

Increasingly, new areas and resources have been put into production. New fishing de-
velopments are more and more dependent on smaller differences between the catch rates and
the value of oatoh possible in various areas. Thus, the quality of information about the

community of fish and shellfish available in unexploited regions had become more important
for judging their fisheries development potentials.

These increased requirements for better information on the available resource demands
a more careful and systematic approach to fishery ^arveys than before. There is still room
for the purely exploratory survey, designed primarily to detect unusual availability. How-

ever, with the present large and highly mobile world fishing fleets, it is now essential to

gauge not only the immediate availability of a new resource, but to obtain information on
the stock abundance, and biological and environmental information which will permit a pre-
liminary judgement of longer-term yield prospects. In this sense, the resource survey must
be treated as an integral part of the overall problem of resource development.

Studies of marine production having the objective of increasing the use of the living
resources of the sea may be termed resource assessment (Oulland, 1969). In fisheries jargon
resource assessment has been commonly attributed to studies on the status of fish stocks

subjected to exploitation (stock assessment). In a broader context, resource assessment
also includes studies of the availability, distribution, abundance and yield potentials of
latent or little-used resources and this wider definition has been applied in preparing
this manual on fishery resource surveys.

*

Results of fishery surveys can be inconclusive, difficult to interpret, and/or mis-

leading unless properly planned. In this sense, they may be a deterrent to development
rather than being helpful. Unfortunately, the history of exploratory fishing is rich in

examples of poorly planned and poorly executed surveys with correspondingly poor information

output* Suoh activities have at times provided data which were rather misleading or quite
unreliable for planning fishing activities and useless for formulating management policies.
When properly planned, fisheries charting and surveying can provide useful information on:

(1) the
^
community of fish available in a specific geographic area;

(2) their distribution in time and space;

(3) the magnitude of the exploitable portion of the stock;
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(4) yield potentials which may be anticipated!

(5) feasibility of commercial exploitation}

(6) fishing strategy required, and thereby provide the basis for development of an
ultimate management rationale.

Assessment of fisheries potential is the starting point for obtaining information upon
which industry oan design and plan expanded operations and upon which government oan acquire
the necessary preliminary information for ultimate management of such resources. ttie design
of resource assessment projects should therefore be considered in the light of existing re-
sources demands and economic problems confronting their utilisation. However, the design
must not be restricted to the satisfaction of immediate needs* It must provide the maximum
possible information on the totality of aquatic resources having current or future potential
to supply man's needs and natural factors influencing their availability.

Experience makes obvious the need to improve fisheries surveys through greater use of
available ooeanogimphic data. Oceanographio surveys conducted in the past several decades
have closed major gaps in the knowledge of large scale circulation and biological patterns
in the world ocean. This background information provides valuable data that should be
evaluated when planning and executing fisheries surveys. Ohe production of fishes on both
the continental shelf and in the open ocean is generally closely related to regions of mix-
ing, upwelling, or surface convergence or to ooeanographio fronts or barriers which mark
the migratory routes or regions of fish aggregations. Fisheries surveys need no longer be
made in isolation from a knowledge of physical oceanographio features which characterise
most areas. In addition, the knowledge of water quality requirements of various species
such as tunas makes it possible to be quite selective in the choice of areas appropriate for
surveys. Fbr this reason, in what follows, acquisition and/or interpretation of ooeano-
graphic data is considered an important aspect of fisheries resource surveys. Knowledge of
oceanographio situations and bottom topography should form an integral part of the back-
ground data used in planning traoklines and sampling strategy.

The major cost of fisheries resource surveys is the vessel and its equipment. With
the understandable concern of the administrator to get the most for his money, it is unfor-
tunate that the purpose of the exercise, which is to produce a report which oan provide a
firm foundation for predictions, seems often to be neglected. The survey is as good as the
information collected and the quality of the analysis and reporting. Ihis, in most oases,
will involve the processing and interpretation of a considerable data array. It must be
stressed at the outset that optimal use of information to be collected requires consider-
ation of the needs of data analysis and reporting at every stage of planning. This implies
that the data processors must form part of the planning tea*. Unless the administrative
planner makes provision for data processing and analysis in setting up the financial plans
for the survey, there oan be no guarantee that the results of a survey oan be associated
with future work, or even that the survey itself may not have to be repeated for want of
essential information. Biese considerations underlie the proposals for design of survey
and data collection and processing which are made throughout this manual.
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2. INDIRECT METHODS FOR TOHECASQIlJa PISHERIBS F01EN!IIALS

In the past 20 years, rapid strides have been made in our understanding of what is in
the oceans, and its potential for providing needed protein. This knowledge has been derived
in spite of the faot that observational techniques are far from perfect. Concepts of the
ocean 1 s potential to provide food have come from*

(1) estimates based on the general productivity of the oceans or certain sectors

of the oceans}

(2) observations on the distribution and abundance of eggs and larvae of certain
fish and shell fish|

(3) inferences made by examining the stomach contents of larger fish or mammals,
or the activities of sea birds;

(4) direct observations on the numbers and types of schools of fish appearing near
the ocean's surface (aircraft or shipboard) or in subsurface waters using sub-

mersiblee, skin divers, etc;

(5) systematic sampling with large fishing gears}

(6) acoustic surveys;

(7) extrapolation from known areas*

Thus, a variety of methods have been employed to gather information on the general
productivity of the oceans or on the specific availability and abundance of certain animals
or communities of animals which inhabit the seas. A cursory review of assessment methods
which are based on an understanding of the forage base used by the higher trophic forms of

current commercial interest is given in this chapter. More detailed accounts of the method-

ology for direct surveying and charting of fishery resources are given in subsequent chapters.

2.1 Basic productivity

The general productivity of the ocean can be determined by measuring certain physio-
logical processes or by evaluating standing stocks of phytoplankton. Productivity in the

oceans is often evaluated by taking samples of water collected from specific locations and

depths and measuring changes of certain non-conservative properties at the start and end of

some specified culture period. Die two most commonly employed techniques include evaluation
of oxygen production and C-14 uptake.

Until recently, measure of oxygen production was the most widely employed method used
in measuring plant activity or metabolism. It is based on the faot that during photosyn-
thesis oxygen is produced proportionately to quantities of oarbon assimilated; and that

during this process, relative amounts of COp and oxygen will be assimilated and released

(Steeman-Nielson, 1963).

Radioactive C-14 is now commonly employed for measuring plant productivity. 'Hie tech-

nique is not over-complicated, although a certain amount of familiarity with tracer work is

necessary for^the preparation of C-14 ampoules used in measuring radioactivity.
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An index of productivity can also be derived by determining the quantity of plankton

per volume of water sampled (standing stock) Concentrations or quantity of pigments which
are active in the process of photosynthesis (primarily chlorophyll) can also be measured and
used as an index of standing stock. In this case, samples of water are taken, the pigments
extracted in acetone, and the quantities of chlorophyll contained in them measured* Both
of the above methods characterize standing stock estimation and although some investigators
have attempted to use the amounts of chlorophyll available in phytoplankton to estimate

produotivity f the technique does not appear to be as reliable as the oxygen or the C-14
method.

Several authors have forecasted fish potentials based on primary productivity figures
(Graham and Edwards, 1962; Sohaefers and Alverson, 1969; Hyther, 19^9$ Rioker f 1969)*
Such estimates based on the flow of material through the food chain involves three primary
considerations: The amount of carbon fixed annually) efficiency with which nature transfers
material up through the food ohainf and the trophic level at which to calculate fish pro-
duction or yields* Apart from the uncertainty surrounding the total oceanic carbon fixation,
such estimates are based on the assumption that the complex and variable food web in the sea
can be treated as a simple chain of trophic levels and that fish production can be assigned
to a specific level in the chain; that it is possible to reduce the transfer of material
from predator to prey to a single set of values representing ecological efficiency; and on
a guess as to the percentage of production available to man.

Estimates using this procedure are extremely sensitive to the values assigned these

parameters. The choice between two adjacent levels involves a possible error of an order of

magnitude or more depending on the "ecological efficiency 11 factor chosen. The choice within
a given range of ecological efficiency may involve an error of a similar order depending on

ecological transfer efficiency values used. Ignoring other sources of uncertainty such es-
timates can therefore easily be wrong in either direction by a factor as large as 1-2 orders
of magnitude (Alverson, et al. f 1970).

Despite the problems involved, the forecast of ocean potential based on primary pro-
ductions are of value in considering the amount of food that might be available for various
levels of the food chain* Table 1 shows estimates of the annual net fixation of carbon

(total world oceans) by phytoplankton and the quantity both in terms of carbon and net

weight available to predation at various troph?** levels above plants. Ecological efficiency
factors (maximum sustainable rates of transfer between levels) of 10, 15, and 20 percent
were applied. Thus, from Table 1 we can get some concept of the potential production at
each trophic level.

Table 1. Estimates of potential yields if (per year)
at various trophic levels, in metric tons*

Ecological efficiency factor

Trophic level

Carbon Total wt Carbon Total vrt Carbon Total vrt

(0) Phytoplankton
(net particulate production) 1.9x101 1.9x1010 1.9x10

1

(1) Herbivores 1*9x10? 1.9*10
1

2.8x10? 2.8x10
10

3.8x10? 3.8x1010

(2) 1st stage carnivores

(3) 2nd stage .carnivores

(4) 3rd stage carnivores

1*9x10
8

1.9x109 4.2x10
8

402x10? 7.6xt0
8 7.6*10?

1.9x10? 1.9x108 6*4x10? 6*4x10
8

15.2x10? 15.2x10
8

1.9*106 1*9x10? 9.6x10
6

9.6x10? 30.4x10
6

30.4x10?

I/ Output to predation at each trophic level*

* From Schaefer, M.B., 1968, Trane.Am.Fish.Soc.. Vol.94, No. 2 f P.127.
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Potential fisheries production from a region can be defined as the harvest which can

be taken by man (as a predator) on a continuing basis operating at a given trophic level or

combinations thereof* It IB obvious t however, that for some trophic levels and species man

cannot, because of economic limitations, feasibly harvest all materials available to pre-
dation. Actual fi ohcries potentials must be that share of the flux of material through the

food web which can be actually removed by man on a sustained basis* This, of course, will

depend on the potential productivity and the state of technology (Schaefer and Alverson,
1968).

The advantage of using primary productivity in forecasting fisheries production from

large areas of the sea is related to the cost of primary surveys. It is relatively cheap
to take large numbers of water samples and calculate primary productivity while, in general,
it would be much more costly to obtain a total measure of the complex of higher organisms

generally u&ed in fisheries. Indeed, with some of the larger nekton the present limits of

sampling gear preclude reliable results.

The major disadvantage of using basic production values in determining fisheries po-
tential relates to the large number of unknowns involved in making such forecasts. In

addition, such forecasts provide nothing in the way of usable information on planning
fisheries as there is no specific information as to the identification of important ex-

ploitable elements or where they may be found in the system; that is, they do not answer
the question of what types and in what quantities commercially exploitable fishes occur and

whether or not they are susceptible to harvest with existing fishing methods.

Such estimates may also be directly misleading in terms of fishery potential. Thus,
fish or shellfish may occur in very low concentrations (density) and still form the basis of

a substantial commercial fishery. This only requires that the product value is high and/or
the extractive technology is highly efficient. Similarly, areas of basically low ocean

productivity may have a high flux of usable fish in transit to other areas, and thus could

become productive fishing grounds.

2.2 Forecasts from zoo-plankton abundance

Abundance of higher marine forms is often
- elated to the standing stock of zoo-plankton.

Standing stocks of zoo-plankton can be measured using a variety of gears.

Plankton nets are generally very selective (depending on mesh size) and no one net can

yield a zoo-plankton sample in a manner that the relative abundance of animals can be cal-

culated one against the other. By modifying the mesh size in the net, one can effectively
strain out certain portions of the zoo-plankton available. Unfortunately, if one uses the

finest mesh sizes available to enable the capture of .he minutest zoo-plankton (protozoans,

etc.), the net is not effective for capturing larger zoo-plankton (euphausiids). Therefore,
a variety of net sizes is generally used, depending on the sizes of zoo-plankton one wishes

to sample.

For the larger zoo-plankton, rigid midwater trawls such as the Xsaao-Kidd have been

developed. All of these gears present certain problems to an investigation attempting to

make quantitative assessments of the biomass of animals inhabiting a certain water volume

strained, and in establishing where the animals were taken in the water column. Until recent

years, no methods were available to open and close the large plankton nets; henoe, they be-

gan fishing as soon as they entered the water and fished through the water as far as the net

descended. Upon retrieval, one had to calculate the time spent at various depth intervals

and "weight" tfte zoo-plankton samples accordingly.
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More sophisticated gears have recently been developed which allow opening and closing
the plankton net on command from the ship. Dieee devices have allowed one to obtain a
better understanding of the bathymetrio distribution of zoo-plankton. The zoo-plankton
productivity - that isf the amount of new material being produced per ujnit of time - has
been more difficult to calculate and is largely based on laboratory studies. As zoo-plankton
vary greatly in size, form, and longevity, it is more difficult to make specific statements
concerning annual productivity of this complex of organisms, particularly t*ven standing
stocks of all segments of the community are not easily established* In fact, we do not have
any satisfactory measures of zoo-plankton production.

Standing stocks of some of the more important zoo-plankton forms are, however, commonly
estimated and used to index the relative availability of forage items for larger fish and
shellfish* It cannot reasonably be concluded, however, that the large number of zoo-plankton
surveys conducted throughout the world during the past 50 years have added appreciably to
our knowledge of exploited or latent resources of fish and shellfish stocks. Catalogues of
zoo-plankton distribution which have been compiled, however, may be quite useful in man's
future exploitation of the sea, particularly if new technology makes it possible to utilize
the larger zoo-plankton forms. Continued studies of zoo-plankton populations should also
provide a better understanding of the energetics of the food webj and, hence, improve fore-
oasts of potential fish production based on primary productivity,

2,3 Egg and larva surveys

Enumeration of eggs and larvae as a means of estimating adult fish populations was be-
gun well over half a century ago. Its concept is relatively simple. If the total number
of eggs spawned in a season can be estimated and the mean fecundity determined, and finally,
if one knows the percentage of females to males in the stock, then the , abundance of the
mature stock can be calculated,

Saville (1?63) has written an excellent review on estimating the abundance of fish
stocks from egg and larvae surveys. He quantifies the mature stock using the equation M I
where P - the total production of eggs or larvae of a stock) P - the mean fecundity of the

KF

mature female population} and K - the proportion of females in the stock. If the spawning
stock surveyed does not represent the total exploited stock, the latter can be determined
from a knowledge of the relative proportions of mature and iwnature fish in the ooimneroial
catches. Saville points out that before an attempt is made to estimate populations based on
egg and larva surveys, certain basic features of spawning biology of the stock in question
must be adequately known. First, it is essential that one be able to identify the spawning
products} and, hence, eliminate the possibility that the sample will be' contaminated with
eggs or larvae from other species. In addition, a knowledge of the extent of the spawning
area and the period of time over which spawning takes place is necessary to form the basis
of an adequate sampling programme. Finally, the rate of development over the range of
temperatures encountered in the survey area during the spawning season must be determined.

Bie statistical aspects have been well described by English (1964) though it should be
noted that his data were derived from an area with a rather complex hydrographic structure,and probably the variances he found are higher than usually found elsewhere.

AV..4 *? ^vantages of the egg and larva surveys relate principally to ease of collection.
Obviously, eggs and most larvae are not capable of active gear avoidance* Hence, if one can
devise an effective sampling pattern, it should be possible to derive fair estimates of the
abundance of important elements in the particular oceanic region for pelagic eggs, and of
the abundance of specific benthic spawners.
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A di oadvantage in terms of useful fishing information of the ecg and larvae survey re-

lates to the fact that the distribution of eggs and larvae may have little relationship to

the distribution of the adult stock during a large part of the year* This, of oourse
f
does

not detract from quantitative data acquired; but unless considerable other biological infor-

mation is known, it may give a false impression of the geographic extent or habitat of the

stocks surveyed* Egg and larvae surveys are therefore of limited value in planning fishing
and harvest strategy, although they may be of value in determining anticipated yields in

specific cases. Even abundance may be difficult to interpret in terms of the total area

occupied by the species; that is
y

if egg and larva surveys do not cover the total spawning
zone of the species in question* Finally, sampling problems and difficulties in establishing

fecundity for species that spawn more than once each year make results questionable or at the

best, very unprecise* Nevertheless, collection of eggs and larvae data have and can provide
clues as to latent fisheries resources, their collection as a part of oceanographic surveys,
and broadly oriented studies of biological productivity should be encouraged. However, if

it is a question of carrying out a survey solely or mainly for fishing purposes, an egg and

larva survey is likely to be less useful from the standpoint of information for a given cost

than the more direct fishing or acoustic survey described later.

Because they are easy to catch and their main distribution area is usually limited and

fairly well defined, it is generally much simpler to sample the distribution and abundance

of the young fish fxy or fingerlings than of the adults. Young fish surveys with special-

fine meshed gear, sometimes combined with acoustic surveys, have therefore proved useful for

the purpose of forecasting subsequent stock siee changes due to fluctuations in year-class

strength. Such surveys could also provide provisional estimates of the magnitude of the

commercially-exploitable stock in new unfished areas if reasonable assumptions about the

level of natural mortality in the pre-exploitable phase can be made.

2.4 Examinationsi of stomachs - higher^trophic forms

A good deal of information about what lives in the ooean has been gleaned from studies

of feeding patterns of larger fishes and mammals. Most often, these creatures seem to be

better fishermen than men) and from examination of their stomachs, it has been possible to

determine the small fish and fauna available in a region. For example, a detailed investi-

gation of the fur seal feeding patterns in the waters of the northeast Pacific provided some

rather interesting results. The data showed that off California the dominant food items in-

cluded hake, anchovies, and sardines} off Washington the primary food was Pacific hake;
and off British Columbia herring, lanternfish, and other species predominated (Wilke and

Kenyon, 1954)* A rather interesting aspect of this work was that it predicted rather well

the current scientific viewpoint as to some of the more abundant marine fishes inhabiting
these areas.

Pood studies can provide vital information on the food base on which the larger forms

subsist and subsequent fisheries investigations have ultimately found these items to be more

abundant than was at first believed. The advantage of this system is that it is relatively

oheap and can be a spin-off from other types of basic zoological investigations. The main

disadvantage of food studies relates to our present inability to quantify the abundance of

organisms taken from stomach samples* The question concerning the selectivity of the animal

is also involved} that is, does the animal discriminate in its selection of food items or

is it an opportunist, taking anything that is available. One might suspect that the sampling

problems which affect our understanding of the capturing efficiency of certain gears must

also apply to fish and mammals} that is, certain food items or lower forms are more effective

at escaping these straining devices than are others*
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More sophisticated gears have recently been developed which allow opening and closing
the plankton net on command from the ship* Oheee devices have allowed one to obtain a
better understanding of the bathymetrio distribution of zoo-plankton* The zoo-plankton
productivity - that is f the amount of new material being produced per unit of time - has
been more difficult to calculate and is largely based on laboratory studies. As zoo-plankton
vary greatly in size, fonn

f and longevity, it is more difficult to make specific statements
concerning annual productivity of this complex of organisms, particularly when standing
stocks of all segments of the community are not easily established. In fact, we do not have
any satisfactory measures of zoo-plankton production*

Standing stocks of some of the more important zoo-plankton forms are, however, commonly
estimated and used to index the relative availability of forage items for larger fish and
shellfish* It cannot reasonably be concluded, however, that the large number of zoo-plankton
surveys conducted throughout the world during the past 50 years have added appreciably to
our knowledge of exploited or latent resources of fish and shellfish stocks* Catalogues of
zoo-plankton distribution which have been compiled, however, may be quite useful in man's
future exploitation of the sea, particularly if new technology makes it possible to utilize
the larger zoo-plankton forms, Continued studies of zoo-plankton populations should also
provide a better understanding of the energetics of the food web} and, hence, improve fore-
oasts of potential fish production based on primary productivity*

2*3 Egg and larva surveys

Enumeration of eggs and larvae as a means of estimating adult fish populations was be-
gun well over half a oentuiy a$o. Its concept is relatively simple. If the total number
of eggs spawned in a season can be estimated and the mean fecundity determined, and finally,
if one knows the percentage of females to males in the stock, then the, abundance of the
mature stock can be calculated*

Saville (1963) has written an excellent review on estimating the abundance of fish
stocks from egg and larvae surveys. He quantifies the mature stock using the equation M
where P - the total production of eggs or larvae of a stock} P - the mean fecundity of the

KP

mature female population} and K - the proportion of females in the stock* If the spawning
stock surveyed does not represent the total exploited stock, the latter can be determined
f*om a knowledge of the relative proportions of mature and iwnature fish in the ooraneroial
catches. Saville points out that before an attempt is made to estimate populations based on
egg and larva surveys, certain basic features of spawning biology of the stock in question
must be adequately known* First, it is essential that one be able to identify the spawning
products} and, hence, eliminate the possibility that the sample will be' contaminated with
eggs or larvae from other species. In addition, a knowledge of the extent of the spawning
area and the period of time over which spawning takes place is necessary to form the basis
of an adequate sampling programme. Finally, the rate of development over the range of
temperatures encountered in the survey area during the spawning season must be determined.

ISie statistical aspects have been well described by English (1964) though it should be
noted that his data were derived f*om an area with a rather complex hydrographic structure,and probably the variances he found are higher than usually found elsewhere.

nv~i
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?
^vantages Of the egg and larva surveys relate principally to ease of collection.

Obviously, eggs and most larvae are not capable of active gear avoidance* Hence, if one can
devise an effective sampling pattern, it should be possible to derive fair estimates of the
abundance of important elements in the particular oceanic region for pelagic eggs, and of
the abundance of specific benthic spawners.
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A disadvantage in terms of useful fishing information of the ecg and larvae survey re-

lates to the fact that the distribution of eggs and larvae may have little relationship to

the distribution of the adult stock during a large part of the year* This, of oourse
f
does

not detract from quantitative data acquired; but unless considerable other biological infor-

mation is known, it may give a false impression of the geographic extent or habitat of the

stocks surveyed. Egg and larvae surveys are therefore of limited value in planning fishing
and harvest strategy, although they may be of value in determining anticipated yields in

specific caseo. Even abundance may be difficult to interpret in terms of the total area

occupied by the species; that is, if egg and larva surveys do not cover the total spawning
zone of the species in question. Finally, sampling problems and difficulties in establishing

fecundity for species that spawn more than once each year make results questionable or at the

best, very unprecise. Nevertheless, collection of eggs and larvae data have and can provide
clues as to latent fisheries resources, their collection as a part of oceanographic surveys,
and broadly oriented studies of biological productivity should be encouraged. However, if

it is a question of carrying out a survey solely or mainly for fishing purposes, an egg and

larva survey is likely to be less useful from the standpoint of information for a given cost

than the more direct fishing or acoustic survey described later

Because they are easy to catch and their main distribution area is usually limited and

fairly well defined, it is generally much simpler to sample the distribution and abundance

of the young fish fry or fingerlings than of the adults* Young fish surveys with special-
fine meshed gear, sometimes combined with acoustic surveys, have therefore proved useful for

the purpose of forecasting subsequent stock siee changes due to fluctuations in year-class

strength. Such surveys could also provide provisional estimates of the magnitude of the

commercially-exploitable stock in new unfished areas if reasonable assumptions about the

level of natural mortality in the pre-exploitable phase can be made*

2,4 Examinations of stomachs - higher trophic forms

A good deal of information about what lives in the ocean has been gleaned from studies

of feeding patterns of larger fishes and mammals* Most often, these creatures seem to be

better fishermen than men} and from examination of their stomachs, it has been possible to

determine the email fish and fauna available in a region* For example, a detailed investi-

gation of the fur seal feeding patterns in the waters of the northeast Pacific provided some

rather interesting results. The data showed that off California the dominant food items in-

cluded hake, anchovies, and sardines} off Washington the primary food was Pacific hake;
and off British Columbia herring, lanternfish, and other species predominated (Wilke and

Kenyon, 1954)* A rather interesting aspect of this work was that it predicted rather well

the current scientific viewpoint as to some of the more abundant marine fishes inhabiting
these areas*

Food studies can provide vital information on the food base on which the larger forms

subsist and subsequent fisheries investigations have ultimately found these items to be more

abundant than was at first believed. The advantage of this system is that it is relatively

cheap and can be a spin-off from other types of basic zoological investigations* The main

disadvantage of food studies relates to our present inability to quantify the abundance of

organisms taken from stomach samples* The question concerning the selectivity of the animal

is also involved; that is, does the animal discriminate in its selection of food items or

is it an opportunist, talcing anything that is available. One might suspect that the sampling

problems which affect our understanding of the capturing efficiency of certain gears must

also apply to fish and mammals; that is, certain food items or lower forms are more effective

at escaping these straining devices than are others*
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3. EXPLORATORY F1SHHTO

The term exploratory fishing is used here in the sense of a planned study by fishing
g^.ir of the fish resources inhabiting a defined area of the ocean* It is important here to
differentiate exploratory fishing from resource assessment activities or gear experiments
which are conducted to support on-going fishery activities, e.g. :

(1) fisheries monitoring - year-to-year and long-term studies of changes in the abun-
dance of speciesj

(2) fisheries forecasting - pre^seaaoji forecasting based on preliminary assessment of
the strength of incoming year classes (recruitment), or on the basis of environ-
mental conditions;

(3) fisheries scouting - the use of research or commercial vessels to locate concen-
trations of commercial fish and disseminate suoh information to the commercial

fishing fleet?

(4) experimental fishing - activities designed to explore the utility of various types
of gear or fishing strategy to increase the efficiency of the extractive phase of
a particular fishery.

Some of the difficulties in undertaking exploratory fishing relate to the design of a

programme that will satisfy two primary data users - the commercial fishing industry (both
the fishermen and the processor) and the scientific community, ttie scientific aim is to

carry out a programme which will most effectively describe the community or complex of
animals inhabiting a particular area and at the sam^ time derive a fundamental understanding
of spatial distribution, determine how distribution patterns change with time, and quantify
as best as possible the various elements that constitute the fish and shellfish complex.

The objectives of the fishing industry are more restricted. Although the fisherman may
also desire information on long-range forecasts covering bhe magnitude of the resource for
investment planning, he is more immediately interested in the distributional and catching
aspects, such as where the fish of commercial qize aggregate, and their availability to his

fishing gear. He wants to know how much fa fljftyp 9*4oh in tfrat period of time, where and how
ho should deploy his vessels to maximize the usable catch, and whether the anticipated catch
AB of sufficient value to justify his participation in the fishery. He is not as interested
in the total bathymetric or geographic range of the species as he is in the bathymetrio zone
in which the fish tend to concentrate, the various densities of fish throughout this zone,
and the seasonal distribution pattern of the exploitable stock.

The processor has a more specific need for general information on the seasonal geo-
graphic distribution of the stocks including areas and times of the year where maximum den-
oities occur. He also will want to know the potential harvest and sizes of individuals from
the &e stocks so he can plan his processing operation to maximize returns.

3.1 Operational limitations and faoilitltf

In planning a fishery survey to investigate distribution and abundance of a potentially
important fish or shellfish group, a variety of factors beyond those of a technical nature
must be considered. To begin with, the investigator must take into account the terms of
reference under which the surveys are to be conducted; that is, the restrictions imposed
by the supporting government or international body. Obese restrictions may limit the survey
area

| the species to be surveyed, the time periods in which the survey may be conducted, and
the manner in which the work will be conducted. Certain operational constraints are inherent,
which for the most part are not subject to change by the investigators responsible for

urecuting the field work.
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Although It is expected that certain operational limits must be established by the

supporting body, it is desirable that these terms relate only to the general goals of the

study) e.g., (1) investigate the potentials of the south ooast of Argentina, (2) investi-

gate the shrimp potential in the Chilf of Guinea, (3) investigate the distribution and abun-

dance of skipjack tunas in the mid-Pacific Ocean, or (4) study the clam potential within

Cook Inlet, Alaska.

The methodology required to reach these goals should be established at the planning

stage* If the programmes are rather tightly defined, as in item (4) above, the investigator
will not have to concern himself with area selection other than that of a local nature.

Although general operational guidelines are frequently provided as above, more specific

goals should be defined for individual cruises or sets of cruises* These goals should be

clearly formulated in terms of specific questions about the resource being investigated)

gt 0) whftt demersal fish inhabit a particular region and bathymetrio range during a

specified time period, (2) what catch rate can be achieved for a particular species with a

specified sampling device in a certain area, (3) what sizes of fish are available on a sea-

sonal and/or annual basis, (4) what behaviour or distribution patterns prevail that may
effect use of the resource, and how are these patterns influenced by environmental factors,
and (5) what is the magnitude of the defined resource and what yield potentials can be ex-

pected. The character of the questions and the priority for answering them must, of course,
relate to the general programme goals*

Planning at the field level (within the general terms of reference given) must start

with a consideration of the facilities and staff at one's disposal; that is, (1) level of

programme funding, (2) number and competence of personnel, (3) time allocated, (4) physical
facilities available, (5) survey methodology, and (6) local, legal, and operational problems*
These factors will determine the character and size of programme that can be mounted* In
this sense the question is not what is the most effective and logical manner to accomplish
the mission, but what is the best plan considering the resources at one Y s disposal and the

constraints* Adequate and intelligent planning will contribute to the success of a pro-
gramme and to making optimal use of available manpower and equipment. It does not

necessarily mean, however, that the job will be accomplished in a manner that will satis-

factorily answer all the questions concerning the character of the resource being
investigated*

It is important that one does not ovej>-programme| that is, one should establish ob-
jectives and work plans that are realistic* If the objectives established by the supporting
agencies are too ambitious relative to funds available, and if additional funding cannot be

obtained, the investigator should consider other options; e.g. s

(1) narrow the objectives and limit the scope of observations to be made;

(2) consider cooperative possibilities with other agencies, academic institutions,
governments, etc*

Finally, the field investigator should state clearly to the administrator just what
he believes can be accomplished with physical facilities and funds at his disposal*

In choosing personnel to carry out the field studies it should be borne in mind that
the character of personnel will, to a large degree, control the scope and quality of obser-
vations that can be effectively made* Fisheries resources surveys require investigators
with a knowledge of the fauna in the area being investigated or ability to use taxonomic

literature, experience in sampling animal populations and in making ooeanographio obser-
vations* In addition, knowledge of using and interpreting echo sounder and sonar data and
of fishing gears and their operation is essential* The field programme leader should be a

competent scientist with a background in marine biology, experimental design, general field
of oceanography, and have an analytical capability* However, success of the mission requires
more than just scientific knowledge and technical skills. It will also require a mixture of
talents and experience in working and living at sea* at times on small boats in cramped

and knowledge of design and use of fishing gears*
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3.2 Selection of species

If operational limits narrowly define the field to be investigated, establishment of
work priorities among Bpeoiee t species groups, etc., may not require special attention*
On the other hand, if the assignment given is general, e,g,, investigate the fishing poten-
tial of a particular locality, a judgement has to be made concerning the order in which to

survey certain species, ecological and taxonomio groups. For such a general type of assign-
ment a number of factors must be evaluated. Important among these aret

(1) What information exists concerning the fauna of the region?

(2) What species are of local interest and use?

(3) Can adequate sampling systems be devised for species of interest and what are
the logistic and operational problems?

(4) What factors limit the use of the several species once information on the re-
source base has been established?

For planning the fisheries surveys, it is helpful for the field investigators to make
a brief compilation of information on distribution and behaviour of the eame or related
species in other areas where they are already extensively harvested. One example is given
on southern bluefin tuna (see Appendix l). Such tables compile knowledge of the oceano-
graphic features of one or more sea areas thought to be similar with the area to be surveyed,
If little or no information exists concerning the nature of the local fish and shellfish

populations, it is desirable to schedule a preliminary survey to obtain qualitative inform
mation on the character of the local fauna,

In practice, it is usually found most convenient and efficient to carry out surveys
for one main species only or for a group of ecologically associated speqiee rather than
attempting to survey the entire fish fauna in an area.

The selection of species (or main objectives) will also depend on the fishing gear and
other facilities available, including a tested survey methodology*

It is, nevertheless, possible to investigate a variety of benthio invertabrateB f

sal fishes, and pelagic shelf ferns during a single cruise and such multi-species surveys
may in some oases be the most economic way of investigating these resources. Such cruioes,
however, set high demands on scientific and technical skill, and the distribution of effort

required to investigate the various fauna elements may result in less than optimal sampling
for any single species group, Shis can only be overcome by increasing the effort, i,e,, by
extending the survey time or the capacity and/or number of vessels used,

Regardless of physical facilities and personnel available, however, the concept of
"total assessment" is not realistic with existing survey techniques. The establishment of

priorities among species, then, is relegated to a subjective decision, Such factors as tho

importance of a particular species or species group to a local industry, to a nation or to
the world community! the availability of fleets to take advantage of the defined resources;
and the adequacy of the survey systems available, should be considered. In the final

analysis, anticipated benefits, feasibility and relevance as they relate to the assigned
mission will be determining factors,

33 Selecting the study area

The field investigators often do not have to make decisions about the area in which to
conduct a survey. This is frequently laid down by the operational limitations given, There
are times, however, when options are given in selecting the survey area. In such instances
the investigator must consider the known distribution or behaviour patterns of the species
or species group* to be studied, its (or their) distribution pattern relative to ooeano-
graphio and/or substrate features. Often the information will be fragmentary but adequate
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to localize surveys in the most promising zones, i.e., demersal fish studies will be re-

stricted *a priori" to the continental shelf and upper slope regions, certain tunas or other

pelagio fishes are restricted to known thermal ranges, etc.

Pbr demersal studies, the survey area may be further limited if data are available con-

cerning the distribution of a species related to substrate or the bathymetric range of the

exploitable sizes of the population. If the total demersal fish complex is the objective
of the survey, then it is important to recognize that existing demersal fisheries frequently

operate to depths of at least 1 000 m. Hence, the selected survey area may well include

the greater part of the continental shelf and slope down to this depth. Modification of the

study area may take place as a result of feedback from early survey activities. Similar oon-

ideration must be given to shellfish surveys. (See next section on factors governing sam-

pling activity).

For pelagio fish studies, the investigator may have less tangible reference points)

and, hence, must rely on antecedent knowledge of distribution patterns of species or species

groups related to hydrographic factors (temperatures, currents, upwelling zones, areas of

high basic productivity, convergences, etc.). A number of oceanographic atlases are now

available which incorporate both physical and biological information of this character.

In addition to those factors that relate to the general ecology of the species being

sought, the investigator should consider the logistic problems of the research vessel as

well as those of the fishing fleet that might take advantage of positive results achieved.

Quite often, however, in some areas there is no suitable fleet available to take advantage
of a newly discovered fishable stock. Bie type, range, etc., of the future fleet required
to exploit the resources discovered will have to be decided on the results of the exploratory
work done, but the primary task of the survey is to map the resources wherever they might be

within the overall limits of the survey area. However, if there is no clear choice provided

by the available information on the distribution patterns of the species to be studied, and

a local fishing capacity exists, then it is better to initiate the investigation in areas
which are adjacent to port facilities and for which logistic aspects are such that they are

likely to enhance fisheries development. Systematic expansion over alternate areas can be

similarly selected.

3*4 Selecting vessel and gear

The choice of a vessel for exploratory fishing is important since it will have a direct

influence on survey range and duration, ,the types of sampling gear that can be employed etc.

However, in most oases, this selection is predetermined by the vessels already available or

by the type of vessels to be chartered. Only in some instances have vessels been specifical-
ly designed for selected projects. In considering selection of a platform to conduct survey

activities, one must, of course, consider the operational logistics in the area of operation,
type of gear to be used from the vessel, and the needs of scientists as related to laboratory
'space, etc. If advanced acoustic equipment is to be employed, spaoe required for equipment
and operators must be included.

For many surveys, a trawler will be the best choice, because of its greater versatility
compared to other types of vessels. With suitable deck arrangements, a trawler, particu-
larly of the stern trawler type, is able to effectively operate and handle all types of
bottom trawlB9 including shrimp trawls and high opening trawls for demersal species, mid-
water trawls for small pelagio species, as well as dredges and bottom samplers.

Onoe the, area of investigation and survey objectives have been determined, plans must
be laid for the sampling activity. The type of gear selected depends on the specific ob-

jective and the purpose for which the sampling gear will be employed. For example, if the

sampling devices are to be used to develop indices of abundance, the selection of The gear

nay be different from that required for merely identifying targets detected during acoustic

orvtys.
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The selection of sampling devices ie always difficult and will depend on the objectives
of the investigation and on the anticipated user of the information. Prom a scientific

8tandpoint 9
one might want to use the most up^to-dato trawl or other sampling devices, or a

scaled-down version of some particular commercial gear* One should, however, be aware of
the faot that if the equipment is too atypical of that normally employed by fishermen, both
the scientist and the fisheiman may have difficulty interpreting results because they may
not reveal the commercial potential of the stock (Alverson and Pereyra f 1969)t That IB,

they may provide information on the relative abundance, but they may not readily be inter-

preted in terms of harvest rates that might be sustained by commercial gears* Hence, in
most instances, it is advisable to use gears of a size normally employed by commercial
fishermen and which are in relatively standard use in many areas of the world (trawls,

seines, longlines, dredges, etc.)* On the other hand, there are times when new sampling
schemes must be considered as existing commercial methods may not be applicable. In such

instances, exploitation of the resource located may be contingent on the evolution of new

fishing gear or strategy.

Once the investigator has selected and tested his gear and is reasonably satisfied
with it as a sampling device, it is important that gear and procedures be standardized.

It should, in this connexion, be emphasized that resource assessment surveys do not

constitute a programme in gear design, nor can one continue to experiment wad infinitum 11

in an attempt to refine the gear to optimize catch rates. Such surveys have as their

primary objective the determination of distribution and relative abundance patterns ae well

as first approximations of exploitable stock sizes. In this purpose, the sampling device

does not necessarily have to be the most efficient fishing system and/or the fishing

strategy perfected. In most instances, these problems will be considered during the sub-

sequent stages of development of the fishery.

Regardless of what type of sampling gear is ohosen, it is important that the investi-

gator be familiar with its struotural and fishing oharaoteristics, For example, if a trawl

is ohosen, what are its dimensions, mesh sizes and tapers, what bridle system is employed,
and what size of doors are to be used with the trawl? In this latter regard, the spreading

device, doors, or floats, must be large enough to achieve an adequate spread and vertical

opening of the net. It is also important to know the attitude of the gear during fishing;

e,g,, under normal towing speeds, what vertical and horizontal openings are actually
achieved,

For purse seines, similar information is required concerning its length and depth,
mesh size, hanging ratios, etc, Ihe sinking rate, time required to complete pursing, and

potential sampling volume are all important factors.

If the gear or vessel to be used for the survey are not of a type in commercial use,

comparisons with commercial vessels should be conducted whenever possible. Selection of a

relatively standard fishing gear is generally advisable since it allows some immediate

interpretation of the economic aspects of resources,

3t5 Distribution of sampling activities

It is not necessary nor often desirable to choose the positions of sampling stations

by a simple random selection of latitudes and longitudes from the entire survey area. More

precise estimates can usually be made by using the well-known technique of stratified ran-
dom sampling. Under this system the survey area i divided into a number of homogeneous
sub-areas or strata which are treated independently. When the strata have been determined,
the position^ of stations within them are drawn at random.
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The question arises as to what IB the best characteristic for constructing the sub-

area n or strata. For estimating a single item such as the abundance of a particular species
the best character! otic IB the relative distribution of the species itself. The next best

is the relative distribution of some other characteristic highly correlated with the species
distribution. In practice, however, we seldom seek a single estimate, nor do we know the

relative abundance of a npeoies before the survey. Sometimes we do not even know the dis-

tributions of depth, bottom types or oceanographic features. In these cases the stratum

boundaries can be determined after a preliminary survey to determine the distribution (over
the entire survey area) of the characters used for stratification. Of course, among the

characters one can use is that of a measure of relative fish abundance. Other statistical

techniques such as stratification after sampling or regression estimates are also available.
The search phase is therefore an integral part of the total sampling effort and it may rely
on acoustic devices, direct or indirect optical observations, test trawling with net, dummy

chain, etc., (Hitz, art al., 1961 ) f
and on observations of environmental factors. Especially

during pelagic fish surveys there will always be a search phaet/ co determine relative abun-

dance. The fishing is done here to identify detected target and/or to establish fine?

measurements of abundance. This in general also applies to demersal fish and shellfish sur-

veys, except that flatfishes and, in most cases, shellfish, oannot be quantitatively detec-
ted with the present acoustic instrumentation. However, even when surveying for such

speciesf a search for suitable depth and bottom conditions nay at times be required in order
to make the most efficient and economic allocation of fishing time. It should, however,

always be borne in mind that the search phase of either pelagic or demersal study is an aid
to allocating sampling effort by estimating the distribution of the characteristics used
for stratification. The total number of samples are allocated among the strata either pro-

portionately to the size of the strata or based on the expected variation of the character

being estimated. In the latter oase, more samples can be allocated to the strata for which
more precise estimates are needed.

In a historical sense, most pelagio fish investigations have been designed to investi-

gate concentrations of schooling fishes or species that tend to form large aggregates. For
this reason, the concept of a predetermined sampling schedule is not praotioal as the probap-

bility of encountering a concentration precisely at a sampling station which has been pre-
echeduled is extremely onall. For this reason, investigations designed to study pelagio
schooling fish must incorporate a search phase. Sampling gears can then be used to identify
targets and to make estimates of their abundance. The search pattern itself it, however,
often planned prior to the survey (Figure 1).

If little is known concerning the description of the species being investigated relating
to environmental features, then the search pattern may merely constitute a number of evenly-
spaced track lines running normally to (offshore, from) the general coast lines. In in-
stances where previous information provides a olue as to the environmental features which
tend to concentrate the species, the search pattern nay be more non-random in a eense but

respond more effectively to observed change in the environment (Figure 2).

If the pelagio speoies being studied do not form schools or aggregates, then a pre-
determined sampling schedule will be desirable. From a logistic standpoint, the establish*
ment of mioh a grid will depend on the size of the area to be studied, time available to
the investigator, ship speed, time to set and use the sampling gear at each station, etc*
If the hydroCTaphio features throughout the area studied appear to be similar in character

(homogeneous) the stations may be established at fixed intermit. If current boundaries,
upwelling sones, or thermal boundaries appear to exist, then the investigator should in-
crease the number of stations in auoh areas so at to more effectively measure changes in
abundance that relate to these changing environmental features.
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The distribution of demersal fish and shellfish Jo to a largo decree contingent on

depth and bottom conditions* A survey for thooe species therefore requires detailed obser-

vations on the bathymetry and substrata features of the continental ohelf and nlop. Where

thie information is missing, a pre-survey should be made to chart the depth conditions and

to find ouitftble grounds for using bottom gear (Figure 3). In the case of roundfish and

species which can be adequately detected by acoustic methods t
this search phase should in-

clude a general search for major fish concentrations as well as observations on oceano

graphic features of the area* The composite information obtained can be used to develop
the final survey pattern*

If the bottom oharacteri sties in the area to be surveyed are free of obstructions,
then a predetermined station pattern may be appropriate (Figure 4)* In such instance B,

fishing stations will be concentrated in areas of major fish aggregations, but may other-

wise be placed at fixed intervals or may be gauged according to changing depth* That is,
a number of station lines may be established which are not normal to the coast line but the

station 9 s or any one track lino may be contingent on the changing characteristics of the

slope.

In those instances where the bottom features are such that they may preclude trawling,
station patterns may be predetermined on the basis of placing one station within a fixed

sub-area or grid. If this type of sampling schedule ie planned, then the investigator
merely locates a suitable area within each sub-area and conducts one or more sets of

fishing effort in each grid. As previously noted, it may be desirable to increase the

amount of sampling in those zones where the depth is dropping off sharply*

As the survey proceeds, one may wish to subsequently tailor the area of investigation
to speoifio substrate characteristics. For example, shrimp surveys conducted in the north-
east Pacific were generally more productive when c rried out in areas where certain mud

types prevailed. These sediments were normally found in depths from 30 to 80 fathoms.

Hence, the simple schedules for surveys were ultimately designed to concentrate effort
within the depth zones and areas having the desired sediment features.

The time of the year during which the field survey JB conducted can greatly influence
the character of the results. Both pelagic and demersal fishes (throughout many areas of
the world) are known to undertake geographic and/or bathymetrio migrations. These move-
ments result in sharp changes in abundance of a particular species of fish or groups of
fishes found in a specified area* Hence, when investigations are restricted to one season
of the year, many species that seasonally inhabit the area may be entirely missed and not

reported as a latent resource. Further, from the standpoint of commercial utilization,
seasonal changes in availability that result from aggregations for 'feeding or breeding pur-
poses are extremely important; i*e., stocks that are largely dispersed during one season
of the year may subsequently aggregate and henoe become available to profitable fishing.
The investigator therefore should consider seasonal coverage in areas investigated. The

degree to which this can bo accomplished will, of course, relate to the time and physical
facilities available to the investigator. Seasonal surveys are, perhaps, most important in
those areas where strong seasonal ooeanographio changes occur; e.g., variations in current

patterns, upwe11 ings, temperature ranges, etc* Regardless, quarterly observations are

generally adequate to portray seasonal changes in abundance and/or availability.
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Acoustic instruments 80*6 indispensible in raort fisheries surveys. They art used for

locating schools or individual fifth and for assessing their distribution and abundance, as
mil M for surveying tht depth and the nature of the sea bottom.

Boho sounders may be used to estimate the relative abundance and, in some oases,
absolute abundance of pelagic and some demersal fish* Sonar is used to looate and estimate
the relative abundance of pelagic fish, but is not yet used for absolute estimates of abun-
dance, The abundance of most pelagic fishes and round fishes can be estimated acoustically
in a relative or absolute manner > but flatfishes and other animals living very close to v

or in the bottom cannot, with present techniques, be quantitatively detected.

Hie information from an echo sounder can be presented in two ways. The original method
is to record the true depth of the sea, in a quasi-continuous manner, on a permanent or semi-
permanent paper record. The records are quasi-continuous because the depth of the sea-bed
or the range of a fish is measured by a pulse of sound lasting about 1 me (0.1-3 ms) and
which is repeated frequently (about once a second). Signals from fishes or from fish schools
are recorded at intermediate ranges (usually the true depths of fishes or of fish schools
are over-estimated by a few percent). Die second method is to record the voltages from
fishes or from schools on a C.R*T. (cathode ray tube) or on a voltage integrator; many
forms of fish counters are based on the analysis and summation of voltages. The paper record,
with its limited dynamic range, shows the presence of a voltage in any transmission but not
its quantity) its great advantage is its "memory" by which the distribution of fishes and
fish schools in time is displayed. The C.R.T. displays voltages from fishes and fish schools
accurately, but in a transitory manner. Echo integrators and fish counters can be used to
record true voltages by depth ranges in time series.

Ho method exists as yet for identifying fish targets acoustically, although the dif-
ferent species in an area usually present signals with different characteristics. Reoon-
naiaanqe surveys of the fishing grounds can therefore be made using acoustic instruments.
Similarly, because of the relationship that exists between size of target and echo strength,
the echo records also tell whether the fish recorded are large or small. With suitable
equipment, it is even possible to estimate the actual size distribution.

In the search for fishing grounds (bottom types, etc,), fishermen and fisheries biolo-
gists (Hits, 1961) use echo sounders, but this is a field which has been relatively weakly
documented and is probably rather unexploittd.

4.1 Selection of fishing grounds

There is an obvious way in which echo sounders are used for selecting grounds, in the
presence of fish traces on or near the bottom, or by eliminating ground which is obviously
uoh too rough for use of the gear.

Fishermen have used wide-beam echo sounders for this purpose for a very long time. If
the bottom is hard, signals are returned from such of the wide beam; and the record of the
bottom echo is of considerable vertical extent because it continues in time after the first
signal from the sealed has been received. Conversely, if the bottom is soft, the record of
the bottom echo is of little vertical extent. Hence, the hardness or softness of the bottom
oaa be estimated directly by inspection of the echo record. With a calibrated echo sounder
equipped with "a C.R.T. display, the signal from the sea-bed itself can be measured. In this
my, for example, the muddy areas of prawn fishing grounds have been accurately determined,
and the method may prove to be useful for locating suitable trawling grounds in general
(fiollefsen. 1938? Vestnes, personal communication)! it is interesting to recall that
Bollefsen (1938) mad* similar surveys with less developed equipment. It is, however, dif-
ficult with a wide to-m echo sounder to detect areas of smooth bottom which are obstructed
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by rocks or bouldero DO as to make the ground untrawlable, For this pumose the method de-

veloped by Chesterman, .t l* 09!$) to detect wrecks, mines, etc,, in snallow waters, may
be found useful f Thie method, called "aide scanning", unes a fan beam, narrow in the hori-
zontal dimension and very wide in the vertical, and the display coneiste of a plan chart
bounded by the ship's track and the maximum range* The same method can be used for charting
the position*? of pelagic fish shoals, in plan.

The charts from the si do scan Bonar show complex patterns in shallow water that may re-
flect particles of different sizes or which may be bottom conformations; it is sometimes
difficult to distinguish the two, Stubbs and Lawrie (1962) used the method successfully to

?hart a herring spawning ground in detail on the Ballantrae Banks in the Clyde estuary* It

is possible that some of the rough grounds avoided by fishermen in deep water could be
charted readily wibh powerful equipment, such as the one recently introduced by the National
Institute of Oceanography in Great Britain for geological purposes, a deep-water-side-scan
sonar emitting 60 lew and receiving on 120 channels. Another possibility is sector scanning
equipment used in the vertical mode (i,e. f with the narrow beam scanning in the vertical

plane) to examine the bottom conformations and the presence of fish with respect to them on

bearings from the ship's head. However, neither the side scan sonar nor the sector scanner
in the vertical mode have yet boen used for such purposes*

4 * 2 Evaluation of relative abundance

early UBO of echo sounders (summarized. in Hodgson and Pridriksson, 1955)
sentially qualitative, and a trace of fish on the paper record indicated the presence of
fish* No index of numbers was considered, said even the apparent absence of fish was mis-
trusted - quite rightly. The first fiohermen to employ the machines were the herring fisher-
men in the North Sea and those off Vancouver, B*C., Canada, who cihot their driftnets in
areas where fish traces were found. Fisheries biologists started to devise methods of echo

survey by using echo sounders which showed patches indicating the presence of fish.

(Sund, 1939).

Runnstrffm (1941) and Sund (1943) published echo surveys of herring off the Norwegian
coast as positions of fieh trace along the course track, Runnstr^m

1 e surveys showod herring
on the'Utsira spawning grounds during February 1937, and ho considered the lack of trace to
be absence of fish. In subsequent years a number of surveys were made in this way (see
Hodgson and Fridriksson, 1955).

Gushing (1952) extended this method and obtained an estimate of the horizontal extant
of the trace by measuring, with a binocular microscope or a ruler, the width of the mark on
the paper record. Thus, each transmission was examined for the presence or absence of
echoes* In general, euoh surveys were made in the North Sea and English Channel Where the

depth of water was not great and signals wero not lost in the noise in deeper water. Be-
cause the signal-to-noise ratio used on the early echo sounders tended to be low, a signal

%
from fish was recognized only when repeated at about the same depth in successive trans-
missions* In other words, a form of trace-to-traoe correlation was adopted; and while the
method cannot be employed to determine the absolute abundance of fish directly ,

it can and
has been used to give estimates of relative abundance. It was applied in a number of inves-

tigations, especially of pelagic fish (e.g., Gushing, 1952) .

Figure 5 shows an echo survey of pelagic fish in the English Channel made in the summer
of 1949* During the cruise^ samples of pilchard eggs were being taken* There is an as-
sociation between the distribution of eggs and that of the echo traces which provides a

general identification of the majority of traces in the whole area* The egg survey yielded
estimates of the numbers of pilchards and the echo survey, numbers of schools? hence, the
number of fish per school was obtained lay dividing one into the other.
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Figure 5* Cruise XI, Sir Lancelot t 1949* Comparison of echo-patch and the

distribution of Stage I pilchard egg*

Suoh mthod of estimating relative abundance were described in the early stages of

velopment, but, of course, are etill used with considerable effeot throughout the world, i

good example IB the work carried out from the Exploratory Bate in Pasoagoula, Mississippi*
U.S.if the reoordi are olaaerified by percentage of the paper filled with echo trace. Suoh
data are presented by area, depth, and season} and a considerable quantity of information
on the presence and absence of traoe is made available. A farther classification by percen-
tage of fish schools and by percentage of scattered fish in the same categories reveals

changes in behaviour pattern throughout time and space within the area of study.

Considerable work has been carried out on estimates of relative abundance using sonar,
essentially by recording the number of schools detected in the area examined. Because sonar
had been used in the second world war to detect submarines, attempts were made immediately
afterwards to use it to find fish. Oms, Lea (1946) and Gerhardsen (1946) proved that sonar
was readily applicable for locating Atlanta-Scandian herring schools, and Renou and Tohernia

(1947) surveyed the winter herring fisheries in the eastern English Channel with sonar.
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Subsequent work showed that the patches of fifth which they located were in fact the herring
pawning on the Downs grounds (Gushing, 1966)4 But the most dramatic work with sonar was

that started by Devoid (1930, 1952) on the migration of Atlanta-Scandian herring toward the

coast of Hornay. In the early fifties, he showed that Atlanta-Soandian herring living in
summer on the polar front between Iceland and Jan Mayen, migrated in the east Icelandic cur-
rent south-eastward from Iceland to north of the Shetland Isles in autumn; and then at a

depth of about 75 fl they crossed the warm Atlantic current rather quickly before striking
the coast of Norway (Devoid, 1968). By means of this remarkable and persistent work, Devoid
has described the whole migratory pattern of the Horwegian herring right across the Norwegian
Sea at all seasons with the use of sonar alone,

4,3 Pie estimation of absolute abundance

So far, the estimation of relative abundance with an echo sounder has been considered*

However, with more detailed analysis of paper records, of received voltages, and of standard

measurements of signals from single fishes (or of their target strength), it is possible to

estimate the absolute abundance of fish stocks. It must be recalled that the targets sampled

acoustically should be identified by capture. The methods are treated more fully in the FA.O

manual on the use of acoustic instruments in fish detection and fish abundance estimation.
The section which follows summarizes the methods used from the viewpoint of resource surveys*

4,3.1 Signals from single fish

ttie first stage in the development of method was the recognition that "fingernail
99

traces represent single fish on the paper record. Such a trace usually looks like the tip
of a fingernail on the paper record and it endures for a number of transmissions. For each

transmission, its duration in time is minimal) if the duration of the received pulse is

greater than one or two pulse lengths, the trace is generated by a small school, Saetersdal
and Midttun (1957) initiated a number of surveys of the Aroto-Norwegian stock of cod off
northern Norway based on the distributions of the echoes from large single fish in mid-water,
which they reasonably assumed to be cod. At about the same time, Richardson, et al., (1959)
were developing a method for estimating the abundance of cod on the bottom of the Svalbard
Shelf, "Here, signals were counted and their amplitudes measured in a scan of a fathom or

two off the bottom on a cathode ray tube A-scan display and the amplitudes of received sig-
nals were corrected for different depths. Frequent trawl hauls ensured that the identifi-

cation of the echoes as ood was maintained, and with the exception of a small quantity of

haddock in shallow water and a few redfish in deep water, the surreys charted the distri-
bution of cod.

If fish can be recorded as individuals, it follows that it may be possible to obtain

estimates of absolute abundance from echo surveys, The estimates of absolute abundance made

in this way will, of course, only apply to the depth range within which the individual fish

can be detected by the echo sounder in use. It is important, therefore, that the maximum

depth to which the signal from a fish of given size can be detected should be known. This

is a function of the target strength of the fish and the acoustic properties of the echo

sounder, which are expressed in the sonar equation as follows!

EL - SL + TB - 2H9

Where SL is echo level observed in decibels (dB)| SL is the source level of the transducer
in dB//lMBarf TS is the target strength of the fish in dB| H is the one-way propagation
loss in dB (i,e,, losses due to range and attenuation),

k

From this equation the signal, or echo level, for any size of fish can be calculated
on the acoustic axis at any range to a maximum defined by the eignal-to-noiee ratio, Then,
if no signal was received in a given volume of water at any range less than the maximum,
then there were no fish of the prescribed size in it. It follows that knowledge of target

strength of fish is needed.
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i A good series of measurements of target strength was made by Midttun and Hoff (1962) 9

(who showed that target strength increases roughly as the volume of the fish. They worked at

fairly long ranges on freshly killed fish which had been kept at the depth of observation
when alive | thus, the swirobladder was intaot and at the right volume when the measurements
were made* The results of Midttun and Hoff together with the best measurements from Gushing,
t alM (1963) are shown in Figure 6 as a plot of target strength in deoibels on fish length

in logarithms and they will be used in further discussions on the dependence of target
strength on size of fish,

As target strength increases at slightly less than the oube of the lengthy size dis-
crimination of individual fishes should be possible* It is a fortunate accident that

organisms other than fish do not, in general, yield signals of the same order of magnitude*
squids do so and fish without swimbladders have smaller target strengths, but in general it

is fish which are recorded by echo sounders* (Gushing, Lee, and Richardson, 1956, and

Gushing and Richardsont 1957* oonsider the evidence for signals from other sources).

4.3.2 Statistical treatment of signals in angle

If all fish were found at the axis of the sound beams, differences in signal at any one

range would be differences in size. The directivity coefficient (ft
2

) decreases in angle 9
from the axis to the first minimum; the squared coefficient is used for signals from echoes

(or the directivity distribution in transmission is multiplied by that in reception). The
number of fish, however, increases with the square of the angle because the beam spreads
over an area at any one range, figure 7 shows the two distributions and the product distri-

bution; the latter peaks at a mean angle Om with a directivity coefficient, (m. We con-
eider that the signals are distributed about the mean angle.

The sampling volume of an echo sounder is described by the maximum range of the target
(of a fish of given site) and the beam angle. At a less range, 6*|

can be calculated (see
FAO Manual on the use of acoustic instruments in fish detection and fish abundance esti-

mations, Parrish, 1969). Then,

where EL is the echo level on the acoustic axis, at a given range, in dB| 11^ is the eoho
level at the mean angle in dB at a given range. Given the components of the sonar equation

EI^ is calculable for all ranges to RD^ for a given size of fish. Figure 8 shows the cal-
culated relation of echo level on range for fish of different target strengths} the relation-
ship was calculated for a Kelvin Hughes Humber gear with a source level of 128.9 dB//1pBar
dfi/with reference to 1Bar and a beam angle of 9 x 14 In echo to the first minima. An
average beam angle of 11.8 was used.

In the sonar equation the one-way propagation loss accounts for the effects of range
and attenuation in reducing the signal. A time-varied gain eliminates this effect} when
noise is measured, a threshold setting in |iV on such a gain is put at a conventional signal-
to-noise ratio. The effect of this procedure is to record all signals from fish on the
acoustic axis on the same scale and so differences in signal are then only differences in
sizes of fish whatever the range from which they are received. However, fish are distri-
buted in angle at any one depth, there are differences in signal due to angle as well as to
size. Figure 9 shows the signals expected from different sizes of fish at different ranges
with a Humber gear and time varied gain at the same threshold setting for all ranges.

HOTSi Decibel (dB) is a ratio of intensities in logarithmic units, e.g., I
where 1^ and 12 are two intensities.
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4.3,3 Volume sampled by the echo sounder

It follows f*om the sonar equation that fish of different sises are sampled to dif-
ferent Maximum ranges, increasing with increasing eise of fish. (For details, see Fairish,

1969.) For a eqyare transducer, the range shell volume between
R,

and
82 (in a) and out to

in **&* li dtflmd

in m I and, for a rectangular transducer, byt

in m 9 where 96 and are the angles subtended by the major (R sin Wmin) and minor

(R sin $f^in) axes of an ellipse at a range R. The range shell volume is that in which a

signal from a fish can be detected. It can be split into sections of angle 9. Each sec-
tion is multiplied fey the appropriate directivity coefficient and the sum of all sections
so weighted is the effective column sampled) it takes into account the chance of detection

varying with directivity.

1 There are two ways in which fish can be counted!

(1) as a number of traces per unit volume over a large number of transmissions!

(2) as a number of signals per unit volume within one transmission.

the first - trace counting - is used when the fish are counted visually from a paper record,
and the second - signal counting - is used with automatic counters.

the volumes used in the two methods differ. That in the signal counting method is the

simple range shell volume corrected for the change of detecting signals at different angles,
ttat in the trace oountii* method is more complex, being a projection of a single elliptical
hell on to a vertical plane at right angles to the ship's course, which is extended along

the ship's track for a given distance (see Cushing, 1968).
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Figure 9, Vi* calculated relationship of echo level on range for different sizes
of fish using a time varied gain, at a given threshold setting

There are statistical differences between the two procedures. With signal counting,
the distribution is essentially the product distribution shown in Figure 7. In principle,
it is eajy to handle and can be used to extract size distributions from all the information
received. With trace counting, the distributions are difficult to handle,

The two counting procedures, trace counting and signal counting, aro related to dif-
ferent sampling volumes and to different statistical formulations. The signal counting pro-
cedure is based on the simplest volume and simpler statistics, but it needs automatic proces-
sing (Dragesund and 01sen, 19651 Nitson and Wood, 1961). The trace counting procedure needs

no automation! but the estimation of volume and of the distributions are rather more complex,

processing of echo

The first step in any automatic data processing is the separation of signals from

single fish and those from schools of flsh| the Lowestoft single fish/sohool discriminator
makes such a separation on the basis of the number of cycles received. The second step is

to establish the mean sis* of fish sampled within a short range gate from the mean signal
received from single fishes for a fairly short time period; such averaging procedure may
be carried out with a storage oscilloscope, sampling voltmeter, or a pulse height analyzer.
If a time varied gain Is used, as described above, differences in size are greater than dif-

ferences due to rugs for quits large steps in range (sss Figure 10) and this is the real

virtue of using a time varied gain. The third step, given the mean size of the fish within
a short range gate for a short period of time, is to establish the expected distribution of
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signals from fish of that size, which would really be one of directivity in voltage for fish
of that sise. Tfous, a distribution of deviations from such a distribution would effectively
be a voltage, henoe length, distribution of all the fish sampled* Hence f the signals from
the averaging procedure must be delayed long enough for the third step to be completed.
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COLLECTION AHD HECOHDIBG

Ihe planning of the fisheries survey muet provide for orderly and efficient perfor-
mance of all the tasks that are involved, from +,he selection of the vessel and gear and its

outfitting, to the submiBoion of tho final report* In the entire operation, proper re-

cording and processing of the data, are as important to the success afl is the efficient

operation of the vessel and Ho gear*

5.1 Data selection

The question of what type of information should be collected during exploratory fish-

ing cruises ie one of continuing difficulty for the investigator* All too often the ten-

dency is to programme the data collection far beyond the capability of satisfactory docu-
mentation by a limited staff* In the ideal situation, it would be desirable to have an
extensive series of hydrographio observations as well as information on the numbers, size,

wight, age, etc,, of the fish being sampled. Some decision, however, based on primary
work objectives, must be made between what is desired in terms of observations made and
records maintained and what is practical due to staff and vessel limitations.

The minimum data to be documented during exploratory fishing include!

(1) precise identification of the location and time of sampling;

(2) as complete identification of faunal elements as possible; and

(3) indices of abundance.

The latter will depend on accurate estimates of the weights and numbers of various animals

captured, and of the fi siting effort required to capture them,

52 fiata records

Substantial amounts of data will almost always be involved in survey records. The

resulting requirement for numerous summaries will often call for some level of automatic
data processing (ADP) at least to the level of punch-cards which can be sorted for tabu-
lation in various ways. If there is any expectation that the results of a given survey
may need to be considered in detail in association with those of other surveys, such as is
the case of studying seasonal changes in stock availability, ADP becomes especially
important.

Use of punch card storage and subsequently ADP systems can be facilitated through
properly designed data collection forms. The design of such fortno requires the availa-

bility of expertise in this special work, and investigators who plan to take advantage of
ADP should consult such experts when preparing data sheets. A number of such forms have

already been designed and examples are described and discussed in this section. They are

generally adaptable to other situations, but data processing experts should still be as-
sociated with that aspect of survey planning which deals with the data to be collected
sinoe the arrangement of data forms and recordings will exert a major influence on the

operations on the survey vessel.

Observations to be made on the survey generally fall into several classes. These
classes should be considered separately for purposes of recording and subsequent analysis.
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The classes of records may be identified a0 follow*!

(1) the survey identification and description;

(2) the individual station identification and description?

(3) the oatoh information;

(4) special biological information.

Required observations in each of the categories should be obvious from the data record

forms. It is poor practice to use forms which provide for the entry of more information

than is really wanted. It is equally unwise to ask the observer to "write-in11 much infor-

mation which is not clearly specified on the forms or which may call for exercise of a

large degree of subjectivity by the observer. Hie records form designer must remain fully
aware of the often very difficult and exhausting circumstances under which the field obser-

vers must work and of the large amounts of data which may be required. When the complex
set of oatoh forms is being designed, it is especially important to make the entire sequence

of observations and recordings as routine as possible.

5.3 Survey identification and description

Hie data collected and filed as the result of a survey cruise must be clearly identi-

fied by a descriptive term or by a simple code for purposes of data checking and processing.
This term will generally be devised in such a way as to specify the ship used or the survey

sponsor and a cruise number. The code name should be assigned at the outset of the cruise

plan. Since it will appear on each of the data sheets of the cruise, it should be kept
short - both to avoid unnecessary work and to occupy as little data recording space as

possible. This is especially important if ADP is to be used.

If only one or two vessels and kinds of sampling gear are to be used on the trip, it

may be convenient to devise a form which can be used to develop appropriate descriptions.

Sftioe certain vessel characteristics will influence its relative fishing power, care

should be taken to ensure that the record includes a good vessel description appropriate
for recording parameters for different types of vessels (e.g., at a minimum this murt in-

clude LOA, engine horsepower, gross tonnage, vessel type, crew size, special electronic and
deck equipment).

Similar information needs to be recorded for the fishing and other gear. Parameters
needed for adequate description vary with the gear, and suggestions are made in Appendix II.

Reference may be made to other standard descriptions, such as are given by Soharfe (1?64)
for midwater trawls.

5.4 Station identification and description

Station identification and description records contain the information that will be

correlated with the catch and biological data during analyses or used to stratify the infor-

mation by area, depth, temperature, etc., during data processing. Particular attention
must be given to an appropriate measure of fishing effort, since the main purpose of the

survey is to establish a measure of fishing success, or the oatoh per unit of effort.

Commonly used indices are catch per unit time per (1) haul (tow), (2) puree seine shot,

(3) fixed length of gillnet, (4) number of longline hooks, (5) number of pots, eto. Time
not expended in actually fishing should be exoludedf e.g., time lost through bad weather
and time steaming to and from grounds and time during which the gear is being repaired.
When a search pattern is used, the time spent locating aggregates must be incorporated in
the abundance indices.
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In general, the information to be recorded can be classified into identification
position, time and equipment plus the oceanographies, topographic, or meteorological obser-
vationB

A description and elaboration of eaoh class of information follows, illustrated by
reference to the upper portion of the Demersal and Pelagic Catch Form of the PAO Regional
Fisheries Survey in West Africa (Figure 10)* This form is used as both a data recording
form and as a source document for keypunching the data in cards used for the AJ)P system.

5-4.1 Identification

The identification section of the form consists of the four items labelled) project,
vessel, cruise number, and haul number. The name of the survey of its sponsor, as well ae
the vessel name, are coded items. A new cruise number is usually assigned eaoh time the
vessel leaves home port and is used to mark or identify all the data sheets of the survey
cruise.

One of the key items included in this part of the record is the station number or haul

number. Station numbers are the principal means of identification of the various parts of
the survey data. The order of numbers should usually correspond to the time sequence of
data collecting; that is, a different number should bo assigned to each successive opera-
tion. Unfortunately, the terms "station11 or "station number" are sometimes taken to denote
a specific area, or a position where replicated sampling IB conducted. As a rule during
the data editing process, station numbers which reflect the sequence of events are more
reliable and unambiguous for checking on the sorting, recombination and completeness of the
recorded data. Consequently, a survey based on a grid system or which employs repeat sam-

pling in a given location should assign station numbers in sequence in addition to using
codes to identify the grid position or area of the survey operations.

It has been noted in Chapter 2 that acoustic detection and recording are an important
adjunct to the information collected by fishing gears. Continuous recording may be made

during the fishing operation as well as on runs between stations.

*

Continuous recording does not lend itself readily to assignment of regular station

numbers. The important consideration is to graduate the continuous record at the time of

recording into units of distance or time so that Various sections of the record can be later

identified. It is the various sections of the continuous recording which need to be as-
sociated with the catch information. For this purpooe, a special echo-sounder log, such as

shown in Figure 11, for the West African Regional Fisheries Survey should be employed. Sepa-
rate lines of the log sheet should be used to record time and position of the start and
finish of each section. Care should be taken to identify runs between stations separately
from soundings taken during towing. For the latter recordings, cross-reference should be

made to the appropriate fishing station identification code,
t

The information collected by the echo-sounder is peculiar to the instrument used. The

types of records and their treatment are briefly discussed in Chapters 3 and 4 and at length
in the FAO Fisheries Manual of Methods for Fish Stock Assessment Part Vs The Use of
Acoustic Instruments in Fish Detection and Fish Abundance Estimation. (FAO Fi sh. tech. Pap. t

(83)).

5.4*2 Time and duration of fishing

The year, month, and day of operations, as wall as the beginning hour and duration of

fishing operaiionsi must be recorded.

For example, a space for entering the "time of shooting" or beginning of the fishing

operation is recorded on the sample sheet* It may be used during analysis to stratify the

oatoh, effort, and catch rates by time of day for the purpose of analysing changes in vul-

nerability to the net caused by behavioural changes that may be related to daily cycles.
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Similarly 9 the amount of moonlight oan affeot the oatoh rates during nighttime fishing
operations that depend on sighting schools. For this reason, most pelagic fishing surveys
also record the time-related phase of the moon.

The measurement of fishing effort requires a record of the duration of the fishing
operation. Ihe definition of this operation will depend on the type of gear and the nature
of the survey. For example, in trawling operations f the duration of fishing should be

measured from the time shooting of the trawl is completed or the net reaches the bottom and

begins fishing (if this is known) until the beginning of the net lifting operations.

In fishing operations which have a search phase, such as purse seining, the time devoted
to searching must be recorded separately from fishing time as an index of the total effort
For exaraple Y the best index of abundance of pelagic fish schools may be the number of schools

sighted visually or with acoustic gear per unit of time or unit area searched. However, the

actual duration of the net setting and hauling operation, with an allowance for the fixed

time of preparation, is related to the size of the individual schools. Thus, both searching
time between net sets and the time of setting and hauling are required for complete effort

information on seining operations. Similar considerations apply to demersal fish operations
when sounders are used in soouting for fish.

In Appendix II, fishing time measures, appropriate to the various types of gear, are

listed.

5.4.3 Position

The appropriate standardized reference to fishing position of the station is, of

course, the latitude and longitude. However, in many instances position observations are
made in terms of Loran or Decoa bearings, depths, or distance and direction from a landmark.
These should be entered on the appropriate log sheets and used to compute the latitude and

longitude at a convenient time.

The case of repeated sampling of a position has been mentioned in the identification

seotioju In many situations it may be possible to stratify the area into sampling zones
when the cruise plan is drawn up. Where such strata (depth zones for instance) are set up,

appropriate codes oan be given to these locations and employed to identify and associate
the records collected in a particular area.

5*4.4 Equipment

The equipment and gear used at each station is usually recorded in the station des-

cription section of the data form. This is essential if gear changes are made during the

survey. Otherwise, the data on gear and equipment oan be referenced for the whole survey
in the survey identification forms and reports.

type of fishing gear, Appendix II, and specialized instruments are generally coded
items of data. Hie code should give reference to a complete description including acces-
sories and attachments to the equipment, as discussed in the foregoing section on "Survey
identification and description19

.

Closely associated with the equipment specifications are the records on gear perfor-
mance, instrument settings, or techniques that are essential to interpreting the results.

5.45 Oceanpgraphio. hvdrographio. and meteorological observations

Changes in fish behaviour and distribution can be predicted if they oan be related to

predictable features of the environment. Tor this reason oceanographio, hydrographio and

meteorological data are usually routinely collected on the survey* Spaces for recording
some of them are provided on Figure 10. In the Regional Fisheries survey, meteorological
information was recorded on a separate station log (Figure 12). It may sometimes be pos-
sible to make provisions for both ooeanographio and meteorological observations on a
single record form.
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The maximum and minimum depth or mean depth observed during fishing in one of the most
important hydrographio observations to be made in demersal fish surveys. Distribution of
fish

f oatoh rates and certain biological oharaoteri sties oan usually be related to depth.

Other variables likely to influenoe availability or distribution are also recorded.
Differences in dissolved oxygen, temperature, therraooline depth, salinity, and bottom type
may often be reflected in the speoies composition, oatoh rates and biological sampling
results.

The techniques of measurement and recording of observations on the physical and chemical
environment have been detailed by Laevastu (1965).

5.5 Catch information

The object of oatoh information is to establish distributional patterns and abundance
(relative or absolute) of the fauna sampled. The details of oatoh information recorded will
vary with cruise objectives and observations made for species captured at given stations
will vary depending on the sampling priorities. However, it will be important to establish
strict observation rules at the beginning of the survey and to ensure that they are followed
at all stations.

The minimum requirement for oatoh records is some measure of the size of the catch.
As noted earlier, direct weighing is rarely practicable, especially with large catches.
The most frequently used and satieflaotoiy observation is measurement of oatoh volume,
usually in units of standard sited "baskets" or "boxes". The volume unit chosen should be
standardized for the survey and must be large enough so that there are appreciable numbers
of fish per unit volume. A satisfactory calibration of weight per volume unit for different
species oan usually be made at the beginning of the cruise and oan thus provide a conversion
factor for determining an index of weight of catch.

Often, in small or moderate sized catches, a complete enumeration of the oatoh is made
in the course of other observations, such as length compositions. In large catches, however,
it may,,be necessary to sample only a subset of the unit volumes. The problems of sampling
the catch have been studied by Pope (1956), Westrheim (1961), FWoheimo and Dickie (1963),and Oulland (1966). The results show that an initial sorting by species is almost always
required for accuracy in sampling. Within speoies, it is furthermore necessary to ensure
that sampling is only done when there is an appreciable number of volume units to choose
from. Otherwise, complete measurement or enumeration is necessary. The requirement will,of course, vary with the size range of the species involved. Jter guidance, the original
papers should be consulted,

A record of the volumes or estimated weights of the oatoh by species is customarily
attached to the record of each of the stations made during the survey. The recording form
.used by the West African Regional Fisheries Survey is the bottom part of Figure 10. Com-
pleting it presents no special difficulties. A sample of the form used for demersal fish
catches by the U.S. Bureau of Commercial Fisheries at Seattle is given in Figure 13* The
latter has a number of advantages. It is printed on the back of the station repord
(Figure 14), saving the effort of filling in the station identity infoimtion a second time"*

JJ*J
ri|W that th **> *Mio records do not become separated. Furthermore, a space is

provided on the forw for entering speoies code numbers. The completed sheet is thus ready
for entry into an ADP qystem without reoopying.

In addition to the size of oatoh by species, the information most generally useful in
describing the catch to both the industrial user and the scientist is the length composition,

ril u i***
1 *1*** *<* catches, it is usually possible and mat desirable to meaaure

each fith. This procedure gives at the same time a complete enumeration which is useful for
deriving estimates of the average weight of the fish caught.
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SEATTLE EXPLORATORY FISHING AND GEAR RESEARCH BASE

DEMERSAL CATCH FORM

14-17 18-22 23-26 27-30

BOTTOM
DEPTH

31-32 33-34 35-36 37.39

40-44 45-47 48

BOTTOM
SALINITY

GEAR
OPERATION

SOUNDER

WEATHER

REMARKS

BOTTOM
TYPE

DESCRIPTION
CLOUD
COVER

49-51 52-54 55-57 58-60 61*62

63 64

SEA CONDITIONS

13t Otteh fon uwd Igr Seattle Exploratory Robing and Otar Rearoh Baie
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fh )nv> rilPh<?R it rwy a(^ain be neceaoaiy to sample for both total number and length
comporu! io?i . Tim papers citert above discusH this problem from the point of view of ob-
taining ,n r"j;i'pn'jntativ camp 1 a of the catch, the accuracy of the length moanuromont, and
the number of fHSM-olaflnee which should be distinguished. In general, it is desirable in

sampling to wu.uro f.he fish from a randomly selected set of lfba6ikets M
. If a separate record

ifl k( pt of t-hf> rontrntn of each baaket, it permits determination of the statitjticnl relia-
bility of tliH H

f: an appropriate length measurement is a matter of considerable importance.:!/
mont oonmonly ut?od mea&ures are fork or total length measured to the "nearest centimeter"

or to tho "centimeter below". Because many resources are of an international nature and
of ben data from various sources have to be pooled, several regional commissions and working
groups have recommended standardization of length measurement for various species (e.g.,
ICES, ICNAF, CAUFAS, GPCM, Tuna Working Group on Measurements). These recommendations in

general suggest measurement of total length for most species (fork length for tuna type
speciea) and recording of the measurements to the full unit (cm or, for small species, J cm)
bwlow (i.e., 26.9 cm

f when recorded in cm groups, is recorded as 26). Appropriate measuring
boards should be used, and lengths tallied for each interval. Using such recordings, the

analyfjt IP permitted considerable flexibility in the compilation and reporting of the data

by length- clancsos.

With species which show a significant sexual dimorphism, it may be necessary to sepa-
rate males and females of species in the size-composition records. In some species,
especially the large pelagic species, there may also be differential vulnerability of sexes
to the sampling gear. Any such situations must also be taken into account in compiling and

classifying catch records. The example form, attached as Figure 1% requires a sorting of
the total catch into males and females as well as maturity classes prior to length measure-
ment. More often, the forms are simpler needing only spacer for cruise and set identi-

fication,, a column of numbered length classes, and spaces for the tally (see Figure 16).

56 Spec ial biologi oal informatipn

Important information on the long-term prospects for exploitation of fish communities

may be obtained from special biological observations taken on resource surveys. The age-
composition, racial or spawning group character sties, stages of sexual maturity, and
Btomach contents are among the most commonly useful.

It is worth noting here that ago information is of particular importance and every
possible consideration should be given to making provision for it in the data collecting
and analysis. It can be used to derive growth and recruitment patterns and mortality rates,
information indispensible to judging long-term fishery prospects. Variations in the age

composition can also be useful in interpreting stock distribution and movements and thus
have direct application to planning of commercial fishing strategies*

In most cases, catches made on fishery resource surveys will be too large to permit a

complete enumeration of these special characteristics and sampling must be done. While it

is possible to cample the catch for each of the special biological observations, euch in-

dependent sampling is generally wasteful of observational effort. Where the species to be

studied is at the same time being measured for length compOBitionf it is much more efficient
to establish a aet of strata, based on a series of length-classes, and to carry out the bio-

logical sampling within these strata. In the case of most species, it will be generally
satisfactory to establish some five or six length strata (consisting of five or six centi-

metre ranges, * for example) and to sample a certain number of fish within each stratum. For

example, it may often be convenient to take the first five fish from each size stratum as

thty are measured, and to isolate them for further observation.

/ Recommendations for the standardization of length measurements for various species have

been made by both ICES and ICNAF.
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SPECIJiS

Length in .cm,

^CRUISE _

STATION

Figure 16 Data form for collecting length frequency information
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In preserving the biological observation data, it is usually beat to make up a single
record farm on which all the details can be entered for eaoh fish. These data forme must,
of course, have a epaoe in which to identify the survey and set number. The individual

length must be recorded, along with the identifying body parts such as otoliths y scales, or
stomach contents, preserved for further study ashore. Records of body condition, maturity
stages, parasites, etc,, can also be entered routinely. If a space is provided on the sheet
for later entry of age readings, stomach contents identifications, eto., the form may then
be used directly and conveniently for data processing. If space is also provided on the
sheet for coding of the recorded observations, the sheet will be a convenient source docu-
ment for ADP.

Special sampling considerations which should be borne in mind in collecting the biolo-
gical data as a basis for calculation of vital population parameters are discussed by Jones

(1^56) and Beverton and HoU (1956). Speoial consideration of appropriate biological infor-
roatior to be recorded is gffften in the HAX) Manual of Sampling and Statistical Methods for

Fisheries Biology (Oulland, 1966).
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6. DAT& ANALYSIS AMD KBFORTIIKJ

In this chapter we have considered some commonly used methods of data analysis and re-
porting mainly for fishing surveys. Similar procedures are generally applicable for
acoustic surveys*

Communicating results of fishing surveys may begin aboard shipf e.g., radio broad-
casting of results to the fishing fleet oan be made at specified times. Hhis information
'nay then be published in local newspapers and trade journals. This procedure has often
been used when a fishing capacity is available to respond to favourable results. If several

survey vessels operate in association with a fishing fleet it is possible to communicate
jointly collected hydrographic and biological information (via radio) to a national data

processing centre. Pertinent observations can then be summarized on charts and quickly
transmitted back to the fishing fleet in the form of facsimile reports.

Mimeographed reports (cruise reports) giving preliminary results of field surveys are
often issued after completing an individual cruise. Such reports should at least give
information ont

(1) major cz\Lise objectives!

(2) dates and area of operation;

(3) track line followed^

(4) stations occupied)

(5) sampling gear deployedf

and should include a short narrative concerning important observations and results. The

mimeographed reports, which are sent to the news media, fishing communities, and research

organizations, serve to document the activity and disseminate information concerning field
activities.

Regardless of whether a report is prepared for a trade magazine, informal government
circular, or for the scientific community, the use of "fishing logs" is a common means for

disseminating information on fisheries surveys. At times, they are made a part of the
cruise report. Such logs may incorporate the basic information concerning time and
localities for sampling, general meteorological and hydrographio observations, and catch
results achieved from the most important species taken. The use of fishing logs for dis-

tributing information retrieved during fishery exploration is a recommended procedure. Bie

fishing log does not require a value judgement on the part of the reporter or investigator
concerning the commercial possibility for using defined resources. It is only a tabulated
record of important observations made at specific localities. Die reader may make his own
interpretation on the scientific or industrial importance of the observations given in the

fishing log. Hie logs may be reproduced in mimeograph form, separated from or as a part of
the cruise report, and distributed to members of the fishing community or interested groups.

An effective means for communicating results of surveys to fishermen has been developed
by the U.S. Bureau of Commercial Fisheries Exploratory Fishing and Gear Research Base,
Seattle. Master charts showing sub-areas studied are prepared (Figure 1?) *** each ***-

area, transparent overlay charts (Figure 18) are made illustrating the actual course and

length of any tow (sampling station). The transparent overlays may be superimposed on the

local sailing charts a* they are made to the same scale. Hence, the skipper may quickly
take off the position information. Eaoh drag shown on the overlay has an identification
number which is cross-referenced with the fishing log (Figure 19).
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Southern Oregon Coast C.andG.S. 5802
* Transparent overlay fron showing petition and direction of

drags ** in sift-arc* D (see Figura 17)
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Many investigators report preliminary results in industrial magasines* It it common

in this instance to develop * narrative deioribittf the objeotivee of the investigation* and

to make vumnarj statements of the general reeulte achieved giving ranges of oatoh rates made

of important oownercial species. When thie procedure is ueed f it ie common to graphically
delineate relatively high oatoh ratee (Figure 20).

TOTAL CATCH

RANGE 40 - 7000 ite/kr

AVEftAftE It 72

Figure 20, Relative abundance of turbot (Psetta Maxima) through a eeotion of the Gulf

of Alaaka (relative abundanoee indicated ae indices per catch per unit of

effort)

More formal report* should be prepared to provide information on (1) area etudiee and

dietnation of sampling, (2) animal e encountered, (3) relative distribution pattern*, and

(4) if possible, estimates should be made of standing stocks and their potential yields*
Bie data may also form the basis of more formal ecological studies of animal associations

(Longburst, 19651 Alton, 1970) It may also be desirable to establish minimum standing
stock estimates particularly when the investigations have covered large geographic areas
and standard data have been collected (Alverson, 19^7). *rom these estimates, yield poten-
tials can be forecasted*

6.1 Sampling distribution

Reports on the results of fishing surveys should provide the reader with a clear under-

, standing of the area investigated and the distribution of sampling conducted within the

area* 9his may be shown simply bj graphically boxing in an area on a nail-scale chart,
ttiis will allow the reader to visualise the study area in terms of larger geographic
features. More detailed information of sampling stations (Figures 21 and 22), track lines

(figure 23), eto., should be made on larger scale charts. If in the process of evaluating
the data, the total area is sub-divided into bathymetrio or smaller geographic tones, then
it is appropriate to tabularise the distribution of effort by sab-areas (Table 2).
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O Ortr Trawl

Ottr Trawl and

Biological Dredge
Mid-wottr Trow!

O Gill Nh
Shrimp Tropi
l*och Solr*

Figure 21, Distribution of sampling stations and gear deployed at each station for
work oonduoted in Chukchi Sea in 1959

6.2 Catoh composition

The composition of the oatoh in terms of species encountered may merely represent a

listing of the scientific and common names. The area and depths studies oan be subsequently
sub-divided to examine the occurrence by geographic and bathyroetrio cones and illustrated
in graphic or tabular!Bed form (Figure 24 and Obble 3). In some instances, authors list
dominant species encountered again by geographic or bathyroetrio subdivisions! that is9

*

those species which have constituted a major portion (e.g 9 90 percent) of a particular
oatoh (iHble 4). In terms of ecological evaluation, subdividing the species complex into

taxonomio groups or ecological groups (pelagic, demersal, eto.) y may be desirable*
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EXPLORATORY FISHING
DEEP WATERS BY RVVARUNA

JANUARY I96?-NOVMBMI968

A - HOOT TRAWL HAUtS IN tACH
10NMJTICAI. MM.e SQUARCS

- CFFOftT CXPRCS&CO AS NO
Or HOURS Of TRAWLING

74*

!> Bxploimtor? otip iimwlinc on tto oontintntel Atlf tdf and th upptr
ootttlmnUl slop* liy tte R.T. VAHU1U and pthw v !.
A* Vt*l nuibr of ottp trawl hauli in ttn nautioal !! quavvf

Iffort txptndad xpi*td a nunb^r of hour* of trawlinf.
fr^qutnqr of oooorranoo of A and B in relation to dopth

lBVrtifttod ia alao ahown. (Ami Silas, 1969)
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t*V 168* 167* 16** i&5* 164*

Figure 23. Track line of M.V. JOHN N. COBB explorations, 1959

Figur* 240 Ooourreaoa of importatit opeci** of flatfish by geographio area (Alvtrion jt
1964
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2, Bomber of standing otter trawl drag* by area and depth conducted in Hortheast
Pacific by U.S. Bureau of Commercial Fisheries (Alverson rt al. t 1964).

6,3 Relative abundance

Relative abundance of the species, opeoiee group, or aggregate oatoh oaa be evaluated
in terms of eatablidied abundance indioee. In reporting relative abundance, author* quite
often make lirta of the dominant apeciei encountered in a particular area either in order
of weight or number* and frequency of occurrence, Thii type of qualitative data is *up-

>ported by tabular information giving actual oatoh ratee, and an evaluation oaa be made of
the relative importance of a epeoiee to the total catch or to a particular eoologioal or
taxonomio group (feblee 5-7). General distribution in aaeooiation with relative abundance
oan be evaluated by the frequency of occurrence at the various stations sampled (Ofcblo 6)
Graphic displays of distribution patterns (both geographic and bathymetrio) can provide a
clear mental image of changing abundance trends. Such graphs oan be designed to show
changes of relative abundance between areas (Figure 25), between areas and by depth
(Figures 26 and 27) or the area and depth changes for several species groups oaa be com-
bined into one graph (Figure 28). Relative abundance derived from acoustic surveys can be
displayed in + similar fashioaf e.g.. Figure 5 shows the relative abundance of echo trace
and pilchard eggs. If the data have been coded and stored for 1DP computer programmes, it
oaa be used to compute density distribution charts (Figure 29). Tfcble 9 reflects changes
in oatoh rates in surveys conducted in the Arctic on two species of flounders relative to
observed changes in temperature, while Figure 31 shows catches of bottom fish made by a
survey boat ia relation to bottom temperature patterns.





Tfcbl* 4* Ooourrno* of
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fih tar d*pth Interval*. (Alv*r*on *t >!.. 1964)



fable 5 Pounds of floundor* caught per hour of exploratory trawlings by depth interval
in the Orgon-UnBhiriton region (t equals trace)

Tfetble 6, Percent (tqr weight) of total fiah catch by indicated depth intervals accounted

for by species of flounders in the Oregon-Washington region (t equals trace)
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Peroent (by weight) of total flounder oatoh by indicated depth intervale
ftocounted for by individual specie* of flounders in the Oregon-Washington
region (t equals traoe)

Ttetble 6 Percent of species occurrence in total drags indicated by depth intervals
in the Oregon-Washington region
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Ibble 9. Distribution of Hippogloei
bottom-water temperature

soidee robustue and Limanda agpera according to

(Prater and Alveraon, 1 962 )

Figure 29. CPUK of 2-ooean pookeye alnon by lO-^Uy perlode frooi 11 M.VT throo^fa 31 July

1?62 t (FPOO Fliheriee Reewuroh Institute Report, University of
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Figure y). Diatribution da 1* tamparatura BUT la fond at rndaant obt
an Mrua, aabaata at balai (Lataoomoux at ml. , 196?)

6.4 Standin atook aiaa

'
^ *fhniitt

ud to dtmin th Btndin rtook for dmarwl fih and hallfish
nd tha limitatioM of mxoh MtiBtai hatva baaa diaoossad ^ llvaraon at al., (1964). Tha
athod ia foundad on iha bwiio Mampiion thai oatoh par unit of afforT"ir ftmeilon of
took danai-ty in tha araa baing aurvaysd and that ohangaa ia oatoh par unit of affort ara

diraotljr proportional to ohangaa in danaity (Rlokar, 1940} (talland, 1964). Inowinf tha
apaad at whioh a trawl novaa, ita awaap, ato., and Mklag oartain aaowptiona aa to tha
arrioianojr of tha gaar, it ia poaaibla than to oaloolata danaity and thua aatloata tha
total population of danaraal fiah (of aisaa auaoaptibla to tha trawl) in a dafiaad araa.

Tha athanatioal prooadoraa for aatimating ataading atook by thia taohniqaa ara not

oojpuoatad. 'Firat, tha familiar aquation ralating population aiaa to oatoh par unit of
xrort in

! ?f
piod

of tha
, -

oatohability, / . fiahing affort.

w.

loomtion or araa, Pw avaraga population or atandiae
population, Cw . oatoh ia waight, a - ooaffioiant of*
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The average catch per hour for any specific depth interval or area is calculated by
dividing the total catch for the interval in question \xf the total effort expended to make
this catch- Thus,

n n

P - Y C /q f fw
ij L* wijk / L ijk

k-1 ' k1
where the subscript fc refers to the feth drag in the ^th area.

If the average bottom area covered ty the trawl per unit time in the Jth area is a.

and the catch in weight per unit time in this area is
Cj , then the density of fish (weight

per unit area) is given by Dj , where

/ .

and <?j is the catohability coefficient (paloheimo and Dickie, 1964)* If the total bottom
area in the jih area is

Aj , then the total weight of the population in this area, Pj f is

given by

If there are appreciable seasonal changes in stock then the time periods can be treated

separately, and for the ith period we have

The total standing stock for any region will be the sum of the standing stocks for the
various sub-areas or eones forming the region.

The coefficient "o" is usually thought of as the coefficient of vulnerability for those
fish of sufficient size to be retained by the trawl which are within the "area11 swept by the
trawl during a standard tow. In this definition the "area" includes the ground area covered

lay the trawl (distance of the tow x the spread of the net) up to the average headrope height.
As such, the resulting estimate is restricted to that portion of the seabed and overlying
water column that the gear can sample. For example ,

a trawl used in surveys of demersal
fishes in the north-eastern Pacific had an average spread during fishing of approximately
40 ft (wing tip to wing tip) and an average vertical opening of about 6 ft. The forecast

must, therefore, be limited to the sons actually sampled ty the gear and does not represent
an estimate of the total population under a unit surface area of the ocean. Although it can
be expected to give some preliminary minimum estimate, it is particularly subject to error
in evaluating species that move well up into the water column above the seabed.

*

For this reason, those fish above and below the area swept ty the trawl, e.g. fish
buried in the seabed or those distributed farther off bottom than the headrope height of

the trawl, must be considered if o is to be a true measure of vulnerability. Hence, the

coefficient of vulnerability (o) as denoted should be the product of two coefficients that

express* (l) vulnerability of those fish that actually come within the influence of the
trawl (0 h), and (2) the proportion of the total fish in the volume of water above the sea-
bed area swept lay the trawl which would cone within the trawl's influence (0 ?).3/ Of the
two factors forming a, o is more difficult to estimate because it requires a fundamental

understanding of the vertical density patterns of the species involved. For any of the

strictly demersal species, such MI flounders, which are usually close to the seabed, this

value may approach 1.0. On the other hand, for those sj>eoies that either burrow in the
seabed and, hence, are below the Bone of sampling or inhabit areas well above the ocean

floor, a v may have a relatively mall value as a large percentage of the fish present over
the area "swept 11 by the gear will not actually come under its influence.

*T might be thought of as an availability term



Under oar-tain conditions, oould be greater than 1*0, such as when demersal species
are herded by the warpa into the path of the trawl. Under those conditions, fc

would be
greater than 1.0 and ? oloee to 1*0.

Thie may eeem somewhat paradoxical but relates to one's operational definition of the
coefficient of vulnerability. Let us define k aa quantity or mass of fifth caught ty the
trawl divided ty- the exploitable mass or weight of fifth which was actually in the area
(volume) 0wept by the trawl, As the area ewept by the trawl ie much mailer than the area
under influence of the trawl doors and as the bridles from the trawl doors tend to herd
certain species of fifth into the mouth of the trawl, fc

will be greater than 1.0 when the
herding effect results in more fifth (mafts) captured by the trawl than was in the area 0wep+.

by the trawl prior to its passing. If 0, is near 1*0, then T .0h (i.e., 0) may exceed 1.0,

is a first approximation t one can assume that is equal to 1.0. With increased know-
ledge of behaviour of fish to the sampling gear and the degree to which they can esoape an
oncoming trawl, one should be able to forecast this coefficient more precisely. However, ty
assuming to be 1.0, a preliminary forecast of the standing stock sice is possible. These
estimates must obviously be considered as rough approximations of the exploitable resource.
They are likely to wider-estimate semi-pelagic speoies and oould easily over-estimate some
flatfish populations.

A similar approach may be applied to survey schooling pelagio fish which have sub-

sequently been sampled with a trawl or seine to establish indices of abundance (density).
In the study of West Coast hake, the following technique was completed to mke estimates of
standing stocks a series of cruises were made in which echo surveys established the distri-
bution of hake concentrations. When aggregates were encountered during the echo surveys,
"topography" of the schools was subsequently determined by a series of closely-spaced eoho
tracks across the concentration. Bach concentration was then sampled several times to es-
tablish oatoh rates (using midwater trawls). Hence, a minimum density value oould be es-
tablished for each particular concentration. Defined areas of concentration expressed in
terms of volume divided by the sampled volume oould then be multiplied by the average den-
sity to establish a minimum population size (Kelson, 1970). In these circumstances, 0, was
assumed* to be 1.0 when in faot it must have been considerably smaller. It, nevertheless,
provided some first approximations of the exploitable stock size.

65 Potential production of latent stooks

Several methods are now being used to estimate the potential production from biomass
or standing stock figures of latent resources. The value of any suoh estimatee, of course,
relates directly to the reliability of the forecast of the biomaes as well as to the assump-
tions that underlie the yield models employed.

A small working group established by FAO to consider world fish potentials has suggested
several approaches. This group has noted that Tiurin (1962) felt that in heavily exploited
fifth stocks yielding catches at or near the maximum sustainable yield, F (instantaneous rate
of

fishing mortality) generally is equal to or exoeeds M (instantaneous rate of natural
mortality) Jy If this relationship generally holds, then one con make first approximations
of yield by either the Sohaefer or Beverton and Holt models. We have chosen to refer to
these yields as yield from exploitable biomass (1KB) rather than maximum sustainable yield.
Although TEB, particularly over a certain sise range, nay closely approximate the theoretical
maximum sustainable yield (Rioker, 1958)| these two yield estimates are not necessarily simi-
lar as the calculation of IEB involve* rtanding stocks which are based cm the oatoh rate of
the site groups selected by the sampling gear. The term YEB, however, may be more functional
in that it implies variable yield possibilities with time and can be easily related to the
economic msable portion of the surveyed populations.

4/ Sstimates of II when unknown oaa be derived from maximum age (see Figure 32) if known
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By the simpler Sohaefer model (1954) the maximum yield, C tlf is achieved when the

exploitable population reaches approximately one half its original or virgin bionass, B .

Assuming F - M, the first approximation of the maximum sustainable catch would bet C

0.5 M B (Oulland, 1970). If the yield tables from Beverton and Holt are used, and if we
assume that we again oan extrapolate from the virgin state to heavy fishing, yield can be

expressed as a proportion of the virgin population. For the Beverton and Holt constant
recruitment model, the relationship of C al/B oan be calculated provided age at first cajv-
ture is specified. The value differs slightly depending on age of first capture and also
the values of (N and K) but over the most likely range of these parameters C /B- does not
differ much from 0,4 M. Thus, we may use as a rough approximation the relationship CH4X -

0.4 II BO (Ghillaad, 1970) * Henoe, estimates based on either model will be similar.

If the above relationship between natural mortality and expected yields from known

population sises holds, we oan expeot most of the demersal fishes (which have relatively-
low natural mortality rates) Bought by the major trawl fisheries of the North Atlantic and
Pacific to provide yields which are a small fraction of the virgin biomass (e.g. TEB < .20B ).
For species having high natural mortality and a rapid flux of material, as in some tropical
forma, relationships between TEB and B may be muoh closer; and in extreme instances, it

is possible for the yields to exceed measured standing stocks; i.e. when N > 2.0. The
latter is coercion for many plankton forms but not for commercially exploited fishes.

0.6r-

or
o

0.2

o:
o

25 20 IS 10

MAXIMUM AGE X d

Figure 31. Relationship of natural mortality to maximum age (Taaaka, 1960)
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These forecasted yield potentials based on standing stook sise of any particular species

represent biological potentials and not necessarily the realisable yields* They are the

maximum expected yields if the population stocks could be properly and effectively used*
This is seldom the case* Fisheries are not based on average geographic catch rates but

operate only in those regions where catch rates are sufficiently high to allow the producer
to make a profit from his operation. In many areas and depths, the density of a species nay
never reach high enough levels to allow economic extraction* Henoe f the economic potential
represents an extractive capability within or equal to the biological potential.

If estimates of the rate of natural mortality for the species under investigation are
not available y one might substitute the rate of natural mortality of a closely allied species.
If the life histories of the two species are similar, this approach may represent a miitab.e

first approach for estimating yields. As information begins to accumulate on the various

species being surveyed, attempts should be made to establish specific rates of growth and

_ltural mortality for more abundant forms. If these two biological parameter* can be estab-

lished, yield per recruit curves can be derived along with more sophisticated forecasts of
the maximum sustainable yield.

One such simulation approach for estimating the equilibrium yields to be expected i rom

virgin populations off Oregon and Washington MLS employed by Pereyra and Tillraan (MS, 1966)
for Pacific hake and Pacific ocean perch. In their study, calculations were carried out

using the "Piece-wise Integration of Yield Curves Programme - TOG 708" written by the
Fisheries Research Institute of the University of Washington and described in detail by
Paul lie and Bayliff (1967). In this progreumne, approximate yield isopleths are calculated
after the exponential equilibrium yield model of Rioker (1958). All instantaneous rates

(natural mortality, fishing mortality, and growth) for Pacific hake were age specific, being
derived from exploratory fishing data* Similar data for the Pacific ocean perch were com-

puted using vital statistic data given by Westrheim (MS, 1950). Yield was varied by changing
the age at first capture in the fishery and applying multipliers to all the individual age
specific rates of fishing mortality to vary the total fishing mortality. A biomass vector
was obtained giving the relative weight of the stook at each age in the absence of fishing.
By combining this relative biomass vector with the estimate of standing stook of the virgin
population obtained from analysis of exploratory survey data, the total weight of each year-
class composing the standing stook was calculated. Back-calculating from knowledge of the

selectivity of the sampling gear provided an estimate of weight at recruitment which could
then be used to calculate the equilibrium yields in the usual manner.

6.6 Interpreting results

Ihe investigator must be extra careful in interpreting the results received from any
particular survey. It will be important to recognize in any evaluation the underlying as-

'mptions and their validity. Calculated standing stook and yield will depend on the cor-
rectness of the abundance indices established by the sampling gears and whether or not the

sampling patterns correctly portrayed the distribution of the animals investigated. As
most sampling gears are selective in character, the size and species of fish taken will be
influenced by the type of gear, the mesh size employed, the strategy in which gear is fished,
etc. Even species within the size range which would theoretically be retained by the samp-
ling gears employed may differ in their ability to escape the gear selected or in their

general vulnerability to it. Bie species composition, size, and relative quantity of fish

captured thus can be altered from that which actually occurs in nature. Bie degree to which
the "apparent 91 distribution and relative abundance differs from the actual is difficult to
assess. Results, therefore, should be defined in terms of assumptions and limitations and
related to the

t sampling gear employed.

It is noted that neither exploratory surveys which employ direct sampling procedures or
acoustical surveys can in themselves provide information on stook units. Hence, these data
if important in a managerial sense, must be obtained through employing other investigative
techniques. Finally, it is important when reporting on exploratory surveys to note the im-
plications of time as related to the dynamic character of the surveyed resources.
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Attenuations

A-^oan displays

Coefficient of oatohabilitys

CiR.T* (Cathode ray tube)!

Peoibelt

Directivity coefficients

Boho levels

Echo traces

Ecological groupg t

Environmental featureat

Fingernail traoet

Isaao^Kidd trawl t

One^^ay propagation IOBBS

Operational logistical

Pulses

Reflection ooeffioientt

Sampling patterns

GLOSSARY

the loss of intensity with range due to absorption and to

scattering

a display of voltage on time on a CUR

ratio of fish caught, by unit effort, to the whole stock

a two dimensional display (e*gM voltage on time) on a
fluorescent screen, like a television screen

ratio of intensities in logarithmic units| e,g,
H - 10 Iog10 I

1 /I2dB, where I
1
and I

2
are two intensities

the power transmitted (or received) at an angle to the

acoustic axis, as a proportion of that on the axis

the signal received from a target or targets in dB, as

expressed in the sonar equation

successive signals from the same target on a paper record

fish or shellfish species belonging to the same habitat or Ox

similar behaviour) i.e,, pelagic, demersal and benthio

species

physical properties characterizing the environment, such *0

seawater temperature and salinity, type of bottom, depth, etc,

an echo trace generated by the successive actions from a

single fish which endures for more than approximately one

pulse length in range

an undersized trawl designed to collect large plankton such
as euphausiids, macrocopepods and post larval fishes

the loss of intensity in range due to spreading and attenua-

tion, expressed in dB

facilities or means at the disposal of the investigators for
the execution of the survey

the packet of energy in a single transmission, which endures
for a short time (0,1-5.00 me) and which travels through the
water at 1|500/m/8ec (the speed of sound in water)

the proportion of sound reflected from the surface of a di^
continuity, taking into account the characteristics of the
materials

all types of fishing gear used either to identify or to
estimate abundance of fish concentrations

plan with predetermined positions of the stations or fishing
operation, taking into account for instance, bottom topography,
hydrographical conditions, location of fish concentrations,
etc.
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Senroh
..jga.t tqrni

Side scanner t

Signal counting f

Sigml~to~noise rat lot

Source level t

Station paiternt

forget strength!

Time varied gaint

Total assessments

Tfrace counting*

~to~trace oorrelation t

track linos or grid used, for instance, for preliminary obser-
vations on fish concentrations or suitable bottom location

a sonar, usually with a fan beam, which transmits a beam of
the ship, DO a display is formed of tho ship

9 a track and the

range of the sonar

a procedure "by which signals are counted simply from the
volume sampled in one transmission

the ratio at which a signal can be detected against a back-

ground of noise (often about 3f1)

the power output of the transducer expressed in dB relative
to 1nBar at a distance of 1 metre from the transducer

plan with predetermined positions of the stations or fishing
operation, taking into account, for instance, bottom topography,
hydrographioal conditions, location of fish concentrations,
etc.

the signal received from a target at a distance of 1 metre as

proportion of the incident signal in dB relative to that of a
2 metre sphere (0

(Yield for exploitable

amplification to compensate for losses in signal strength due

to spreading and to attenuation

assessment dealing with tho whole fauna living in a given
area

a procedure by which signals are counted from the volume

sampled in many transmissions over a time period

correlation in t' ne between successive signals from the same

target, which distinguishes it from noise

a device which tranoforms energy from mode electro-mschani^al
to the acoustic mode

an instrument which integrates voltage in time and display*
it on a paper record o. digitally

the yield a given stock may produce calculated as a function
of the standing stock (in weight) of exploitable si&es,
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ii

OF OBBBRV1TIOK MAM DDRER BCPLORilDHT
OR KpfRnanraiL FIBHXBQ iv on NBDHERRJUBAI

! TlffHIP? ftM* nM3BIFIOACTOir

Trawls

- Bottom trawls
with beaa - Binglt rtf

double rif
with otttrboftrdi - tinel xdg

double rif
with two bMtt (bottom pair trawl)

High optniag bottoa trawl or Mii-palafio trawls
with ottarboardd
with two boats (sMHplagio pair trawl)

- Ptlagio trawls
with ottsrboards
with two boats (psUfio pair trawl)

Seines

- Purse stinee
one boat fishing
two boat fishing

Lanparas
-Beaoh seines
- Danish seines

Qillnets

- Briftnet
Bottosh-set gillnets

Uftnets

Liftnets on shore
- Liftnets on boat

Pcapnets (inoludiiy ttadragaes)

14nes

mm Bandlines
Pole lines

Trolling lines

lotto^ longlines
- floatinf lonflinee

Pots or traps
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II. SPBCiraCATOOHS OF GEAR ATO FISHU8D B1TORT

- type and characteristics of the trawl t length of headlines and ground-rope, oircua-
ferenoe at lower bosom level, number of constitutive panels, twine material and
strength, mesh sizes of the net sections and especially of the oodend (specify the
measuring method), type of braiding, mesh size of liners and oovers, opening height
and spread between door and wing tips*

- Characteristics of the main parts of the riggingt warps, otterboards, sweeplines,
floats, ground-rope and weights*

- Fishing time, duration of towi from the time the net reaches bottom and begins
fishing until the beginning of the lifting operation*

- The trawling speed should also be recorded.

- Pull on the warps*

Seines

- Speoifioations of the seines lengths of floatline and leadline, stretched depth
the net, hanging ratio of the ropes*, mesh sizes of the net and its bunt, type of
material and strength, weight on leadline in kg/m*

- Purse line and tow line specifications,

Seining methodi use of light or bait to attract and concentrate fish*

- Geographic position*

-V Fishing tiraex record active searching time between sets and the duration of the
net setting and hauling operation*

Qillnets and trammels

- Specifications of the nets lengths of floatline and leadline, stretched depth of
the net, mesh size, hanging ratio on ropes, type of material, thread diameter,
colour, numbers and weights of sinkers*

- Immersion depth*

- Fishing times duration of fishing operation from the time the net is set until the

beginning of hauling.

Liftnate

- Vet spec!floations i dimensions of frame, mesh size, twine material and strength etc*

- Use of light or bait.

- Geographic position or location*

- Duration of one fishing operation*

Hanging ratio according to ISO reoommendationss length of rope/length of stretched

netting z 100*
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Tfraonets and roadragues

- Specifications of the trapi description of shape and dimensions including length
of main and auxiliary leaders, number and arrangement of trap chambers, orientation
in relation to the shore, materials, and mesh sises, etc.

- Pithing times the tine interval between the euooeeeive emptying operations.

Linee

- dear specification! number of linee in use, length of the main line f interval and
length of branch Iinee9 material* ueed for construction of the different elenente
including type of bait or lures, type and number of hooks, record immersion level

(floating longlines) or distance to the bottom (midwater longlines).

- Pishing timet record interval from the completion of the baiting operation to the
start of the hauling operation, record the average time to bait and eet lines*

Pots

- Gear specifications type, dimensions! materials, mesh vise or free intervals,
weights, dimension of escape hatohes t type of bait, number of pots, distance between
pots on a. line, number of lines*

- Pishing timet record the number of hours between the completion of the setting
operation and the start of the hauling operation, also record the average time of
the baiting setting operation.

Dredges

- Gear specifications type, design, dimensions, materials, mesh siso or free inter-
vals, weight or other sinking device, towing method.

*
- Pishing times from the end of shooting to the beginning of hauling.
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